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"PERSIST, LOSE NONE OF REAL CALENDARS YEARS"     in One Sent To Die 
-"PARCS PARSE CENTURIES"   3 56 4  Quatrein 

"AFTER SIXth CENTURY PLUS THREE SCORE SEVEN = J. " 3 56 4 Quatrain 
oh so subtle! Nostradamus died in 566 and over a half , as written on his tombstone ~ July/Julian 

"T'WOULD BE BETTER BRETON KING ACQUAINTS NORMAN" 9 7 4 

ʺL’an. mil neuf  cens neuf fept  mo.is. ʺ 10 72 1 
 
 

The year.  new milennia centuries non.  prefixed  new seventh month. 
the "new Julian seventh month" being October, exactly when the calendar was 'repaired' 

define ʺmo.isʺ = Fr. [printer's] mo = under this page  Lat. is = time passes 
 

So saying, by the word "new" seventh month, no longer Julian, which began its year in April; and would have been October (the actual 

named month for removing the ten extra days) – which should have been 13 had Gregorius really been in in 1,582, followed by his 

exchanging prefix (J for Julian) for a number 1 and adding Anno Domini (or Ante Diem)  in January I583. C+F+Milennium 

so – NOT "In the year I999  seventh month." Which 7th month would be from the new fiscal January i.e: July. 

By some coincidence, it was July I999 that John F Kennedy Jnr was reported Lost At Sea. 

And Nostradamus in 'i', ƚ (prefix for Ieosous/Yesus) or 

in fact (his own calendar being Julian, presage had been left intact), 

wrote for  all to see "great investigative diligence – year made one and 

ʺa new made milennium five hundred eighty threeʺ 
" pour vingt ans, continuant d'An en An, iuf 

ʺfor twenty years, continuing from year made one,ʺ 
iufques en l'á mil cinq ces quatre vingtz trois, 

these five eighty-three the first made milennium. 
pairs 6 2 3 En l'an   fept cens &  neuf cieux  feront tefmoings, (tes/yours. moins/less  

Made the seventh century year 676AD and new papal celestia calendar yours willed much less. 324 years removed  see J557 edition 

 En l'a   fept cés &  trois cieulx  en (made) tefmoins(yours less) 
 

 

 

6 2 1  En l'an cinq cens octante plus & moins, J580 +  

Made the year five hundred eighty more and less 

6 2 2 On attendra le ƒiecle bien eƒtrange: 

One attending a very strange  cycle: 
ciecle = age, calendar,  century,  milennium or orbit 

6 2 3 En l'a ƒept cés & trois cieux feront teƒmoings, 

The first seven centuries 676 done & three 324 they/tes deducted made less 

cieulx = cieux means the heavens, the "l" means Pisces therein, age of Pisces 

6 2 4 Que pluƒieurs regnes vn a ciq ƒerot chage.                 
That several categories/domains will change five Centuries  to one. Thousand 

 
TO PARSE SIXTH CENTURY with its real meaning for us to TURN  SIXTEENTH  INTO  SIXTH = to return  ƚ500 into J500. 
This came directly from Quatrain 3 56, in line 4: " After sixth cent  &  seventh. [cent] to parse."  To divide the Calendars. 

   

J562 Ed  10 72  1 

  

explication  of  the  word 

"milennium" spelt in this manner 

throughout ~ the doctor uses 

ʺmilʺ for a thousand, and  

anna for a year 

explanation  of  the  word 
"millen\nium" not spelt in this 

manner throughout ~ the doctor 
uses ʺmilʺ for a thousand, and  

anna for a year 

 Pointing out one other detail on the Bayeux Tapestry. The word for "duke" does appear.  It is spelt DUX as in  DVX which does not translate to a number 
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J5:83  (J557 edition) 

Those who will have undertaken to subvert, 

An unparalleled realm, powerful and invincible:  Eph 6:12 

They will act through deceit, nights three to warn, 
When reading  from the  greatest  Bible  table .       (Mazzaroth) 

January ƚ583  the year 1000 was added to our calendars 

9 46 3 Le chef du mal deffous l'umbre des courges:     The chief cause of the evil is under the shadow of gourdes: (the Cup, the holy Graal) 
In Da Vinci's "Riddles"  the Gourde is the Cup/Graal/Casseopea. This is speaking of the deep state shadow govern ment evil, which is not earthling born 

using their main weapon against the public the easiest of all – charades. Cloning and copying our leaders and our beloved actors who we follow so readily. 

Line four says: Prognostications (are) to strangle  carnal  death.  In essence, this is all saying the same as : from  Paul in Eph. 6:12  KJV 

..  

DAMSEL MEAD,  DAMOSELS, my daughters  SCOURGED went thru the Template [herein] CODES  ƑCHEDULES:   
(C+F+AUTHENTIC)  I am still wondering why everyone (including A Webber) is using the "repaired" centuries... except Erika Cheetham 

/relates to ‘envy’ of finding the quatrains ciphers  URGED BREED ROGUES CREEDS (this was done very 
early in the t'ask – the result became 84 EXTRA TERRESTRIALS  a term used infrequently, because many are not from outside Earth. 

 SOULS FEUDING OVER the MALUSED Centuries, the non-authentic  URGED/causing ROGUE faulty CREEDS customs 
9 46 3 IMAGE MELLOUU SAGE MICHEL EMERGED AS ELDER CHERUB and see he is pointing at Valgrind, of the "latticed face" crop-circle 

square. The laced hint was from water and here it is as  LUX in the inspired painting done by David Huggins  C+F+9 46 3       see in  ABBA The Introduction

 5 93 4   Qui les Anglois mettra a defconfiture.   Who will put the English into confusion 
IF  SCATTERED  UNFIT CODES  would EQUAL  LOSING TRUE  SELIQUE  OANNES  MATTERS  such as 1 100 3, where 
the “authentic/original” Quatrain found the topic and where other modern “repaired” language could not. Where 
Selique Oannes [Uan = Van=Anu] means those from Sirius B. which seem to prefer the Urals , Middle East & Europe. 

 

 

J5 82    (J557 edition) 

At the conclusion of the treaty outside the fortress 
Will not go he who is placed in despair: 

When those of Arbois, [Jura] from Langres against Bresse, 

[under] Dole mountains having an enemy ambush. 
Even though it was the end of J582 that Gregorius began his shenanigans with the 

calendar, and the context releases little sense, let us see what the Quatrein tells us. 

5 82 1 Au conclud pache hors la fortereffe 

REPROACHFUL ARCHON-CALENDAR FOE UP: COLOURFUL FECAL-HEAP ENTER CHARADES FARCE; FOOLS FOLK-PROLE 
CRUEL HATEFUL URETHRAL FOURTH REICH CUTS SHORT PISCES FOR EACH OTHER. EUNUCHS PREACH SATAN STAR. 
FATHER CREATOR CREATES COLDER, LAUNCHED EARTH CAREFULL COUPLED FORD AND ANCHOR, TO HELP CANCEL 
REPLACE ASHEN-HORSE SUFFOCATOR PHASE. SECURES FELL, PROFOUND DROP. WALLS OFF UUOLF CERN ACCELORATOR 
NUCLEAR REACTOR HOLOCAUST RAPTURE PEDOPHILE COUUARDS= OPEN-HEARTED NURTURERS PERFECT RAT CALL 
o ARCH-CALENDAR FOE UP   the second-third peoples from ante christ    EUNUCHS  has become their qualifyer name 
o FECAL-HEAP  the invaded Pleiadians from under Antarctica led by biblical Semyase.  FECAL – because Pleiades sits under the tail of  Taurus 
o CHARADES FARCE those also known as the copiests, with at least 5 ways to clone famous people.One of which is a robotoid, incorporating A.I. 
o URETHRAL  FOURTH  REICH the patriarchal  inter planetary Nazi traders 

o  convinced Ptolemy to average out each "age" in this way bringing forward many things not due yet for centuries, especially 

in terms of various false treaties. Pisces in real time is actually 2592  of our orbital years in length, not the 2160 Ptolemy espoused – couple THAT 

with our calendars being actually in I344 right now @2020, leaving 1248 years yet to go until the age of Aquarius. The numbers also let us know 
this is reptilian based, 1344 = 4+4+4= 12. And 1248 is divisible by 12. (by 104 times) and 1+2+4+8 = 15 = 6, also a reptilian base number.Even 

if the age of Pisces was 2160 years, and even if we were really in 2020 – we would STILL HAVE  140 years yet before the Age of Aquarius. 

As for those people who want to fiddle the numbers using moon cycles I ask them – but what about BEFORE our moon came here (during the 
Younger Dryass.) From now, 1344 AD back to Leo Rising around 300-400 years into Leo, (right on 10,000 BC) When Giza had to be rebuilt, fits 

with recovering from the Younger Dryass, and for what Alex Collier said about our moon, for Edgar Cayce "10, 390 BC" &  Clay Tablet #10 of 

Endubsar, for remote viewer Dick Allgire & for the astronomical clock inside a ceiling of Gantenbrink's robot and its "air" shaft discoveries. 

o EACH OTHER  nepotism  UUOLF COUUARDS  all thoughout these texts the wolf has been the Rockefeller 
o COUPLED FORD AND ANCHOR'D – coupling a crossing (ford) and preparing to anchor position. This is what the Elohim Alliances managed to 

accomplish with the Comet Nemesis-Comet Ison-Comet Atlas mini solar system, holding it in a squat position near our sun for three years until     
it was safe for Earth to allow the mini solar system to proceed.  

o PROFOUND DROP  seen also on the Hopi Prophecy Rock where Earth is first dropped off her orbit then sent outwards 
o PERFECT  CALL = the 2020 "skies rolling back" and the word ADORE DATE was here too – beginning in Libra 
o  you may have noticed the biblical word ASHEN has been replaced , first by PALE and now GREEN.     

It has always seemed to me that ASHEN relates to exactly that. An ASHEN PALL,with SUFFOCATOR  a good clue 
5 82 2 Ne fortira celuy en defefpoir mys: 

 INCURRED PERFIDIOUS SPOOFERY MENACE. MATURES REFINED.  CREATES FIERCE  E'A 
ACRIMONY, EFFICIENT MODERN MURDER OF  
5 82 3 Quat ceux d'Albois, de Lag, cotre Breffe, 
CELTIC AGES GOLD-CUBE SACRED BUG EDDUR, BAREFACED E'A,  CLUBFOOTED,  EXECUTES COLDER REGARDS FECAL X-
RATED OXFORD DEBTOR ARTICULATED GUIDED TRAGIC CATTLE-FOLK. FORCED LUCIFER FOX[666] SQUABBLE  ABDUCT 
EQUITABLE QUARTERS. GRACE EXCLUDES CRUDE BLAST DETAIL. DEALT DEXTEROUS OBSCURE TOXIC TAXI RAT DATE. 
5 82 4 Aurot monts Dolle boufcade d'ennemis. Dole-Jura mountains travel along the Franco-Swiss border (enemies under) Bucegi 
SENSIBLE OLD UUOMAN: ORNAMENT'S  RECOMMENDATION:  NOT UUANT TO ALERT BONA-FIDE TAINTED NOBLEMEN  
BOLD OMENED DISSENTOR NELL MEAD: Talk ʺSUUORD-OF-DAMOCLES  NEEDLES  INFECT. DOMINATES  BLOOD-FLOUUʺ 
from Italy following 'virus-death' autopsies that the blood stops flowing, presenting as thrombosis in the lungs – shades  of  'Andromeda Strain!'' 
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 we have learned from DVCI in the Bayeux Tapestry,  is J596.  The tapestry having taken 

more than one decade to complete. Some say closer to two decades. For those ladies seated working on this 

most amazing and informative form of media, the year of  Julian 582 and 583 meant nothing... in which 

 

 

 

An explanation of Calendars' prefixes is needed.  
 

The ƚ and 'i' was the Greek Ieousus/Yesus/Yeshuah.   

A 'y' prefix  = ʺyear ofʺ & the ʺ jʺ is usually taken for 

 an i, but J  is for our purposes here,Julian, which calendar began 44BC. 

The Coptic χ  means "the year of our anointed/crucified lord Jesus"and for me that means that calendar 

begins around 33 years past his actual naming day (and that can be up to 7 years extra, i.e ʺ 7 B.C.ʺ ) 
 

In this way our calendars could not even agree to a start date – having the possibility of being anything 

up to 84 years skewed out of whack. From J44 BC, from i7BC to  y 33 = 40 + 44 leeway. 
 

Even when people are being politically correct, using Before Current Era (age of Pisces) At what starting 

point do they mean? What year did Aries end? Pisces is 2,590 ± orbital years in length. We are in I344. 
 

Especially  prince Otto, regarding his own calendar as i 676 – had that calendar been begun inJulian   

(so saying it was 44 years older than we think) or 7BC or 33 C.E.? Therefore j676? By rights, Otto and 

Gregory should have been working from a Julian calendar, unless Otto was using the new Gregorian?  

It just came to me, that 44 plus 676 is our 720. And see herein, a y719 and a y720  astronomical map. 

Is this related to the advice to ʺparse sixth century 500s &  seventhʺ (the 600's)? Emphasis on the word 'after'. 

cent. That '23' can lead anywhere. Psalm 23. Or any of the 23rd quatrains, say 5 23 & cent.  6 23 or 7 23 

Yet twenty three is repeated, in "great diligence".  Pointing out j676 is the same timeline as Tudor i633. 

 
5 23    J562 publication 

Les deux contens feront unis enfemble, 
Quant la plufpart à Mars feront conjoint: 
Le grand d'Affrique en effrayeur & tremble: 
5 23 4 DVVMVIRAT  par la claffe defioint.          

5 23 

The two contented ones will be united together, 
When most part the planets will be conjunct with Mars: 
The great one of Africa [Anu] trembles in terror, 
Duumvirate (Duumvir of YHWH) disjointed by the fleet. 

5 23 2 Quant la plufpart à Mars feront conjoint:     CRAPULENT = those from under the tail of Taurus = Pleiades fallen angels 
CONTRAPUNTAL TRUMP, Q ANON NOT JOCULAR , JESTFUL JAIL TOP ATLAS CRAPULENT PORN RATTLER RASCALS  PLANT 

 INTOLERANT OF SNUFF-PRENATAL PROJECTSvb  NON-FATAL 
/immortality STIFF  NOTION.  ARRANT "STARS" CANNOT PATROL FOCAL-POINT of POTENT PINEAL LOTIONS 

o CONTRAPUNTAL derived from the  word "counterpoint" singers in a choir  who each are heard as integral to the whole 
o NOT JOCULAR = serious. JESTFUL = happy.  POTENT PINEAL LOTIONS  would be adrenachrome 
o ATLAS either worldwide and or those fallen ones from Pleiades under Antarctica, or from the newly named ATLAS Nemesis 
o CRAPULENT  refers to the "Pile" under the "tail" of Taurus called Pleiades, so qualifying the word Atlas, part of the Pleiades 
o PORN RATTLER – reptilian bred or  reptilian kontrolled pedophiles  FORNICATOR has UUOLF with it = Rockefeller 
o PROJECTSvb  NON-FATAL  advocating  immortality. (the word satan is here too) There was one other  to those 

who are using this hormone for a personal fountain of youth, about what happens when it is stopped. I would love  

 
there is a later line referring to pope Leo  (wikidpedia says the IXth)  sending 

William the Bastard to conquer Roman Briton. (Britain United Kingdom j604) 

Leo died in the interim having launched William. So, did  in J583  

follow hot on Leo's path leading up to Hastings j596 (DVCI)  ?   C+F+F O R M A N D E  

pope Gregorius (sitting in Rome) had altered his calendars from J582/583 to 1583. Thirteen years before, one might say, 

crossed in the wires (of communications) as we used to call it. This period, Julian 582, &  596, is the century. 
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o FOCAL POINT = the problems which arise when adrenachrome is not to be found,  plus,  it appears in blood testing, thus 
proving the user, and as such,  included in the new laws Trump made December 2017 regarding the assets of the criminals. 

5 23 4 DVVMVIRAT  par la claffe defioint.                 

TWO FACED TRUMP IS AN IDEAL FLAIR, SOME READ  FANATICAL DAD, FAIR FACED  WIFELIER, AS FICTIONAL FLAW 

ADROIT ARTIFICIAL  VISOR  WINS:  ERADICANT OVER SATAN-WOLF  WANTED ALLOWED DEADLIER  LIARS  IDEAS  

o WOLF: throughout these texts the Wolf has always been Rockefeller.      The word FORNICATER  was here too 

o TWO FACED TRUMP is correct, he is a Gemini.What he tells his puppeteers is often not what he does for them 

o Both 5 23 2 & 5 23 4 are consistent for the puppeteer being a Rockefeller, the same who knew about 9/11 beforehand 

see  2 1  AquitaineBritanniquesSelyn   
AISE BIAS QUINQUENNIAL (5 yrs) SENSIBLY QUIETEN ANTIQUARIAN (DUUMVIR – see 5 23) AN E.T. SEQ (sharply)    
NEW BINARY INITIAL  IS Q … QQS (Quintus' Roman/Norma/fifth one) WINS EINSTEINIAN time travel BETRAYAL   
The Roman fifth column is the DNA-invaded Pleiadians from Atlas, Alcyone and others in the Pleiades. The Fallen Ones 

 EINSTEINIAN time travel BETRAYAL  - now go to C+F+boobyo  
 

J562 edit  

and see 3 56 4 [above] and 7 23  

6 23 1 Coins depreciated by design of the realm, 
And people will be stirred up against their leader: by the media 

New peace made, holy laws deteriorate,due to pedophilia 

Paris (IS APR/1 42/Vril)  never in so severe an array. 

6 23 1  D'efprit de regne munifmes defcriers,     Coins depreciated by design of the realm,   

DERIDERS REFERENCE TRUMPS DIFFERING  "MIS"DEEDS. TRUMP DESIRES FINER GEM, MENDS NEMESIS DESIGNED GREEDIER 
(the money system designed by the Anakim and handed to the AskheNazi) 

6 23 2  And people will be stirred up against their leader: by the mediaEt feront peuples efmus contre leur  Roy.  

TRUMP REFERENCES REPULSE TERSE  PERFECT STORM ENTREPRENEURS' "SECURE" CAUE COELENTERONS 
EFFECT ENFORCES TYME OF CORRUPT CRUEL PEOPLES TERRORFUL  TUNNELS  TORTURE  PERSECUTIONS.   
CERN CORE OFF CENTRE FORCES MOUNT PELEE – CREEPS YELLOUUSTONE  POTENCE ... 
PRESENTER  FORUMS  UURYTES  FONTS PERFECTLY 

 o COELENTERONS – [stomach] cavity with tunnels leading off from it 

6 23 3   New peace made, holy laws deteriorate,due to pedophilia 

TRUMP VEXATION, EERIE LIAISON, OPENS  UP, PIONEERS  ALIEN  AUXILIARIES,  UUIN, APPROXIMATES  SAVIOUR 
OUER MARXIAN SATAN  PIXELS  FALSIFIER  EXASPERATION.  EXAMINE PREFIXES  INFORMATIVE EXPLOITATIONS 
o PIONEERS  ALIEN  AUXILIARIES using alien technologies against them, in the deep underground bases 

 

 

7 23 and see 3 56 
The Royal sceptre will be forced to take, 
that which his predecessors had pledged: (false treaties) 

because they do not understand about the ring. 
when they come to sack the palace. White House? Vatican? 

Except that Donald Trump  does know about  the cronor visor 
7 23 3   because they do not understand about the ring.  ('q' = 'c' or 'k') 

 UUELL-READ TRUMP, Q ANON LEADER, PUTIN MUTINEER  – NEED AN EERIE ANU FAREUUELL.  SINE UUALL ERASES  SOUL  FEAR
 RELEASED LULU , EARNED AMATEUR  UUELFARE [Ubuntu] UTOPIA  REDEFINED  NURTURES  NATURAL  MENU,  MATRIARQUAL  UUIFE
 ROCKEFELLER PAUUN UUANTED INSANE IMMORTAL SUPERMAN  FEATURE, UNAUUARE 'SUUAMPMEN'  SATAN  INTENDS  NEAR

FROM FALLEN MANURE ONES'  A.I.,  ALIEN UUEASEL UUOLF,Rockefeller  FLAUUED NEEDLES, NAMES FALSE RAPTURE, UUANTS NO LIFE  
UUARN: ADULTEROUS OEDIPEAN  RESULT;  MALCONTENT  MARDUK, UNDER  ARREST,  NUMERATED  ETERNAL  MAPPED  STRIFE 

 

Try it here on BitChute first: 
 https://www.bitchute.com/video/WS0g-
0WGeAY/?list=notifications&randomize=false 
 It’s also posted on YouTube here: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WS0g-0WGeAY 
BIG REVEAL starts at 33:00. 
a hint: 

Renfort de sieges m.anu.bis et man.iples    bis: duo 
Interfacing with M.Orion'sAnu.bis seatsportalsand rigged  profits  
manu: hand/Betelguese (right hand of Orion).The DUO  

And: Band of soldiers = military industrial complex  

773 1 was discovered in the books of Centuries found behind the fireplace; 7, 11 & 12     

               "presented to Vulcan".  As in "surrended to the fireplace". 

  "The key to the hidden predictions which you will inherit will be locked inside my heart.  (locked inside my hearth)  
Fearing lest this occult philosophy be condemned, I did not therefore wish to make known its dire import; also fearful that several books which had lain hidden for long centuries 

might be discovered, and of what might become of them, after reading them I presented them to Vulcan." Preface to Cesar                     (Vulcan is actually a trade name for a fire place)  

 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/WS0g-0WGeAY/?list=notifications&randomize=false
https://www.bitchute.com/video/WS0g-0WGeAY/?list=notifications&randomize=false
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WS0g-0WGeAY
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2 88 

The circuit (orbit) of the great ruinous deed,      NEMESIS-NIBIRU 
The seventh named [Earth] to the fifth will be:          
Earth is the 7th (rock) to the fifth place counting from Pluto 

Of the third greater the stranger [is]vexatious:         Neptune 
Sheep (Ursa the sheepfold), Paris, [in April] Aix (Auriga) will not guarantee.* 

line four speaks of constellations moving out of sight, US being moved by the comet Atlas/Nemesis. 

   Line three tells us that Neptune is to be  affected by the 'stranger' with the ʺgreater ruinous orbitʺ
While surfing through my files for any more names given to the Nemesis solar system,  I came across 2 91 4. This is 
derived directly from the Template which was posted to the web site 24TH June 2017 – long before the "sudden discovery" 
of Comet Atlas by NASA, who are culpable for having known since the 1980's, murdering honest people who tried to warn. 
As you have already heard, Allan finished his Template in August 2008, the very month I found him.  This means the 
Template had the alternate name for Nemesis written as ATLAS  for 12 years before NASA renamed it in 2020.  
When this happens I am always caught unaware, sending the heart into the olympics. 
The Template has 7 mentions of Atlas, and of those 7, five have the word ALLAH'S in the line. The word CERES in the 
template has many appearances, related to Odin/Thor (Valiant Thor –EnLil) which have not yet been attended to. 

£  3020
 Allan Webber’s Template  Par glaive, feu, faim, mort las attendants,  

('i' = 'j' and 'y' H/aphesis used )       By double edged sword, fire, famine, death awaiting them. Happening right now! 

 
MY  MMI

21st century
ATTENDANT NELL LASS FIGURES PAST A.A PLANETS; GRASPS ASTRAL  

MY STEADFAST IMPARTIAL MODERN ANAGRAM-LOVER, PRENATAL FUNDAMENTAL PRAGMATIST SIMPLE MEAD 
ADEPT APTITUDE DESTINIES FEAT, TAMES SPITEFUL, "REPAIRED" SPELLING IMPATIENT PEDANTS MISS SPELT. 

 VISOR RING VISITORS AFFIRM, GREAT AGED GAP MASTERS, PROVE STAGE GATES PAST VALUE IN SLOTTED PROMISES 
 ORNAMENT POET, FRAGRANT ULTRA DIPLOMAT LEPSARIA,  IMPORTANT ALTRUISM MESSENGER AMPUTATES EVILDOERS
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JASON GLEAVES: (ufo radio announcer) DRAFT ALARM RAMPANT MUTANT IMPALER (the sweating the quill rept.) 
TAMPERS LEFT EYE HAEMATOMA  FATAL. PRIMES TAMPER IMMATURE PETULANT TANTRUM PART, AIMS  TRIM, 
MUTATE MAN'S MENTAL (THIRD EYE) FAULTIER DREAM ALERTS. PANTOMIMES  HUMAN  MATERNAL TALENT.                
IS MADE DRAFT ANIMAL. MEGASTAR  FAST MOVING REPTILES' FEAR-FARMED. STRANGULATED SUAVE STAGNANT. 

Par glaive, feu, faim, mort las attendants, 
SMART PRUDENT TRUMP ADVANTAGE STATES MANAGES STIMULATES PURGATIVE PRIMÆVIL DEMON ANGELS 
MUTATED ELITE HUMAN ANIMALS  ODIUM,  DEEP UNDERGROUND, GRIM DEPRIVATION MOST PAINFUL VAMPIRISM 

Par glaive, feu, faim, mort las attendants, 
MALIGNANT RATTLER  'GALLANT' VALIANT THOR FAME IS UNVALIANT, IS SMART DAMAGER , ARSON  RANDSOMER, 
LAME  FAVORS. EVALUATING VAGRANTS MEAT TASTE. FORMATS MAFIA  AGITATORS STAMINA. ADVERSE SIMULATING  
TANTALUM  ALIEN GO-FASTER MATERIAL, FRAGMENTATION. IS DEPARTMENTAL SEPARATION MANIPULATION FAULT. 
MASTERFUL LAST-MINUTE PILE-MADE FRUSTRATION.  STRIVE PERVERTS URANITE TREATIES  PROGRESSIVE  DEALS 
ULTIMATE UNTESTED STUPID NEEDLESS NEEDLES FLU FEVER FLOATS AIM  IMMATURE VITAL SPERMATOID MADNESS.  

 PILE FALLEN ONES FORGET TIME-GATE TROU-DE-LOUP "FATE" FROM  MEN-AT-ARMS' MARVELS "TRAPPED" ENIGMA
o ADVERSE SIMULATING     back engineering
o TIME-GATE TROU-DE-LOUP booby trap "FATE"- recall the instigators of evil are going to be "locked in time". There was even 

 a quatrain that said the same – "three trussed under the oak"  
o  MEN-AT-ARMS'  the Lepsaria in the Black Knights. A bit later we are told the etxra dimensional Dahl also use the sentinels

1 27 
Beneath the oak tree of Gienne, struck by lightning, 
The treasure is hidden not far from there.               Rennes 

That which  many centuries had  contained,           stage gate 

When found, the coil of the looking glass dead       (battery bank 

1 65  this clone was JFK Jnr, wearing false hands to remind people of his scar 
A child/clone without hands never so great a fulfillment seen 
The royal child wounded during gestation in the womb/ (Trump's son) 

Then fuse event to divide the pulley system     (orbit)skies rolling 
three trussed up in the middle/of time under the oaks.    Stargates. elites sentenced 

 

 
colonnes ardantes, les pier-   pier columns, fervent/intense [trumpets… 

 
o (see ONE SENT TO DIE, UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS  - this actually appears on his tombstone)  

JOIN  JAIN AMOUNT TRUE (cipher of +)  IN TALENTED  R.O. TREE ciphers TUNE 
... A.U. astr.unit/gold  O quantum orbit                   The vignette of the also represents a cronor visor 
LONELIER ANU'S OLD SATAN IS ILL-NATURED AN was Alla.Lu of the JAILED TUNE;   
both in the Bible''put in iron'' (iron means Mars) and in the clay tablets of Enki  
ELATUS proud JU Jew TRUE DEMON SATAN JEERED TO MULTI-SOLUTION  
(these texts and the manner of them being published and see 6:100) Also see forum ALLAH-LU IS a SATAN  
DEMON SATAN USED JOLLIER DULL ÖTTÖ ADJUST SEASON TIMER INSANE SLANDEROUS  LIE.  
He who removed 324 years from our calendar (season timer)  
USED  ULE Yule  AT  JULI... (676AD)  and see Marusek's Weather Events where July 676 was like winter 

11 18 5 De son tourment, ja la toile tisuë,  Of his torment, the cloth [destinies] already woven   [ELLIS  ISLE = NY] Babylon Trench 
LEONINE JOEL E.T. TILTS  SUN; ILL JETS ATENasteroidODIUM ETNA OS,  (Os is 'bones' is in Capricorn, Yule as it turns out) 
JOLT TO ELLIS ISLE SILT MUD TONE, ROTATE Earth ILLS I /Yew tree date is the week of October 31 and the eve of the 
solstice at Yule, being December 19-26th (in Os) these days.  Could be “tilts at sun” or tilts the Earth.  This meteorite affects 
the Mediterranean to New York, so it must be the “Isle de France” one. Interesting to note that Etna did erupt Dec 26 2014  

 
 

 

see the pot of ormus in the 

 

being a screenshot the 

Control-Find will not work. 

3 61 3abducted     9 1 3source     

4 50 1 seer relies 

8 56 3 slender android 
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JESUS  ALIEN LOUT ATE  IN ADRENAL (referring to adrenachrome) but also means the ‘’tainted meat’’ of halal killing.  
(the shape shifter Jesus which appears in the Last Supper)  
LONELIER ANU'S OLD SATAN IS ILL-NATURED AN ALLA.LU of the JAILED TUNE; both in the Bible''put in irons'' (iron 
means Mars) and in the clay tablets of Enki ELATUS proud JU Jew TRUE DEMON SATAN JEERED TO MULTI-SOLUTION  
USED JOLLIER DULL ÖTTÖ ADJUST SLANDEROUS SEASON TIMER ~ INSANE LIE. USED IULE  Yule AT  JULI...    ( July ) 
He who added 324 years to our calendar (season timer) in 676AD so that 676 became 1000 A.D,  then 1690 would be 
called 2014 ~ noting all of these dates are a 'year of the horse'. The I690 was found by deducting 324 from 2014. 
Even 324 is divided by 12  by  27 times. If that means anything. Twelve is the base number the Anakim depend upon. 
The F.D.R.  "Treaty IX" which was ratified Nov 8 2014 includes the clause "trade in men 2014" – when 2014 was really i690 
JOEL E.T. in other lines "spreads cholera" – these would be the Zeta45 greys which 'work for' the Anakim (Igigi?) 

o IULE  Yule AT  JULI... see the silver cup engraved inside withJ69½ hinting in the only way they could that all was not 
well with their dating system. This is only 14 years following the reset in J676. Distance being the governing factor here.  

Which prefix was Otto working with when he made the cold summer of  676 "Juli into Yule"?  
 

 
     from: Chronology of Weather Events 7

th
 Edition– James A Marusek (begins 2 AD) 

Since we are only in 1344 at '2020' all the number 1 prefixes in Marusek's work need to be 'fixed'. 

Logic says it was most likely the Greek i, and almost all of the dates  we have seen in sixth and seventh 

centuries began with the ʺ iʺ (apart from presage J562 which we need to ask ourselves, was Nostradamus 

pointing out this was Julian?).  

The Italian letter requesting The Last Supper be copied into another church, was dated i 545. Same for 

Gregorius. In his ƚ582/ƚ583 calendar  – when had the original really begun? It was JULIAN after all! 

We know the Latin i was used, because that is what he changed to a number 1. 

The letter found under the Tudor Mansion was dated i633. How long did it take for the Greg.number 1 

prefix to be accepted world-wide? It took until i922, ie: I922, and much of the time not accepted by the 

public.  Launching himself and all of us into the next milennium without effort.  

We now know when the extra one thousand years was added at the swipe of a plume - January of i583. 

So another question is this. Why did Nostradamus (in France) use J 562 only 20 years before pope 

Gregorius (in Rome) changed an ʺ iʺ to a "1"? For Nostradamus and France, it had been JULIAN. 

The ʺ iʺ prefix for the Greek Ieousus, and the J  prefix for Julian.  

Although the 'y' also means Ieousus/Iesus/Yesus, as well as 'year of'- it intrigues me that on the same 

map of the four explorers, not all the dates were shown with an upper case J, for Julian. 

 

Can you see the dates and more important do you see the NAMES !! 
love the accidental pun on Christosphere which in effect means 
"anointed sphere";   considering the prevailing  flat-Earth view at the 
time. 
The image I have is not easy to see, so replicated here from what I can 
see, copying the upper case "J" and lower case as they appear in the 
picture: 
 

AMERICA  ... – ...     qui  tarn  anno    detexts   
Chr iftosphere   C olumbo.               J499 (Celumbo)                           

Ferdinandus   Mage l la  ...  uxj  anno   j 520  fus  est    
Franc ifc us  Drac us   Anglus    año   J579  

Thomas  Candifck    anno   J587 .                Candisk     Navigator/privateer 

A0  veri   j 600.....                                         (Queen Elizabeth I died j 603) 
año  pui fuit   J635      ingerfbus  Ailled F. Spilberg              cartographer 

Nic. Grilekerck. fecit 
 

One of the explorers had his year prefixed with a lower case j.  Fernandus Magella. I wonder why? 

See the silver jug dated J69½ 
was it a reference to the 
calendar brought forward from  
" Used Yule at Juli "? 
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qui tarn anno  year who surmounted  
detexts        from (his) written words 
fus est          will  be expanded/grown 
Thomas  Candifck   J587.  i 587  Navigator/Privateer Candisk 

A0  veri             year in truth 
año  pui fuit    year then flown, gone by /voided 
ingerfbus         interfered/meddled/swallow (conned)                       
                           bus=cattle/herd 
fecit                done made make; created; composed; accomplish'd 

PART 1: FABRICATED REALITY, INVENTED HISTORY  
Staged Centuries Part 1: Fabricated Reality, Invented History  
Phantom Time, Historical Manipulation 
...https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY  
Anonymous View 
11 Aug 2016 ... Is The Historical Timeline Presented to Us 
Correct? Are We Really in the 21st Century? Old Maps and 
Illustrations Give Us a Very Different ... 

On this map the Julian  Jappears in both upper and lower case. 
Since both Columbo and Magella came from the same area of the 
world in the same twenty years, it cant be a religious ieousus.*  
I wonder  if the lower case is a secret snub at Julian authority. 

*ieousus: when a Bull, Decree or Edict was gazetted by the Vatican– 'a copy was always presented by Rome to the Greek church'. 
http://icotb.org/resources/HCC_V_03.pdf 

Sir Francis Drake was sent by Queen Elizabeth Ist as a "privateer" which is a pseudonym for "sanctioned pirate", on her behalf. 
The Roman Empire influence was still strong and alive up until  j536, a date filled with mysteries.  For an entire century 
up to this date the empire was crashing.  Not enough grazing nor crop growth to sustain cavalry abroad – imitating the 
Hittites and their  sudden demographic move to Egypt – the most likely reason is always based on "an army cannot fight, 
nor sustain order, on an empty belly".  
IN literature everywhere – that year j536 appears with ominous Earth changes happening, and no one reaching a final 
"empirical" solution. I do find the word "empirical" somewhat ironic. Neither tree rings nor ice rings are reliable. At all. 
Trees stop growing in ice ages,  and "dust" rings in ice cores are consequent to many causes, vulcanism being only one – 
and those occurring more than once in any given year. 
 
Notations relating to the above link 

FIRST: "Antiquity (1 AD)"  #1 was never AD. It was J45. The A.D. be it Anno Domini, or Ante Diem, was not used in Rome 

until the seasonal J  prefix was removed by Gregorius in former Julian,  fiscal January j583 exchanging it for a number 1. 

              Julian kalends, the one in use during and after the crucifixion,  were already 44 years older. 

quoting "and the Renaissance (I500 AD) historians count approximately 300 years too many in their chronology." 
SECOND: prior to a number 1 replacing the prefix in 583, be it a Greek "i" for Iesous, or even Immanuel, the Coptic  

or a  for Yeshua, or the  J for Julian, that number one cannot have occurred before January 583  or J583,    if you 

will, I.583. So the so called date of  "1,500" A.D.  never was.  Indeed, it has not yet happened!   

 

We need to keep vigilant when searching through so called records such as Wikidpedia – for any dates 

that purport to be prior to Oct.582, with the number one prefixed. Like the birth year for Leonardo, I452. 

Simply because we are only in I344/1344 right now @ 2020. That year, 2020 is still 676 years away. 

Leonardo was born in i452 1 or more likely, actually J452  with the real I452 yet to happen!  

The same goes for Nostradamus, born J503, with the real I503 a long way off. 
 

It seems blatantly obvious that pope Gregorius had more than one reason for his subterfuge. 

The biblical words are ringing in my mind "bound for a thousand years in iron". 

Who of anyone that ever existed has an extreme interest in cutting short their jail sentence? 

One who devises life via cheating and personal gain at any cost.  

First by having the Vatican bring the future closer, leaping a thousand years in January 583. 

Second by deleting 324 ½ years from a calendar close to his reign – on another continent, in that way 

cutting short his term. 

Do not forget, that this entity is immortal. 

He in his genius (and never underestimate this entity) has cut short his time bound in iron/Mars, yet 

brought towards himself and his own time (like Mohammed moving that mountain) the technological 

period with its high fiscal manipulation which had already set in stone the fiscal greed of the populace. 

And this was FIXED IN STONE at the Y2K debacle – supposedly bringing all computers world-wide 

into the same time line. 
There WAS a caveat prefixing the warning "en lumiere grand diligence reueues" 'made enlightend great diligence reviewing'  

 (appeared in A FILL-IN WHILE WORKING ON ARMAGEDDON) 

with the French line beginning:                  pour vingt ans, continuant d'An en An, iuf 
for up to twenty years, continuing from year made one,  

which twenty year interpretation had been left in abeyance for want of research. then... 
iufques en l'á mil cinq ces quatre vingtz trois, 

1
See image page 1 of "Plucked from Jesus Articles/pdfs "copy of a letter dated i545 requesting a replication of the Last Supper be painted on another church 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YszdBk4fGY
https://us-browse.startpage.com/do/proxy?ep=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&ek=5279686159437073636q6p34497n51714r436p51&ekdata=88d81ebdb72945fddd6ddf7b31a71e0c
http://icotb.org/resources/HCC_V_03.pdf
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There is a twenty year± gap that involves the passage of Nemesis and its followers in which it can be seen from 
Earth... and I had puzzled over a woodcut of Cetus published/printed as late as  y719. We keep forgetting what 
was involved in publication in those decades, not only a time lag factor, but dodging the Inquisition (a thing we  
are once again experiencing right now), so I will place that woodcut here,  noting that Eridanus "the 'river' " is 
underneath  Cetus in the 719 woodcut. These days viewing Eridanus, it is above Cetus. 

 

 

719  the year that culminated  in a California event, something that 
caused California to no longer be an island, consequently leaving 
Ferdinand in ƚ751  to declare that it was not 
 

The 719 MANESSON MALLET CETUS woodcut 
with Eridanus  UNDERNEATH  Cetus 
Ursa Major facing the wrong way and what is meant to be Ursa Minor 
(currently the Northern pointer) 
 

I just wonder what kind of bears have long tails? 
 

Cetus is depicted with its head facing west, yet if Eridanus is BELOW 
this constellation, that end would be the Deneb end, the tail. 
The continual problem with Cetus is the head is often depicted where 
Deneb the "tail" should be, and that is because artists are not always 
astronomers.   

 

 

Believe it or not... 
 

Here is a depiction of the same thing in the same time-frame. 
Eridanus is underneath (whereas it is 'above' Cetus these days) 
and Cetus here  is facing the correct direction according to the names 
of the stars in its "head" and "tail". 
This is from India 
to research this image , type in Cetus Constellation and go straight to "Images" 

 
3 56 
Montauban, Nifmes, Auignon & Befier, 

Pefte, tonnerre, & grefle a fin de Mars: 

De Paris pont, Lyon mur, Montpellier,   Paris – is Apr. 

Depuis fix cent & fept XXIII.pars.  
vingts trois pars. 

3 56 Montauban, Nismes, Avignon and Beziers, 
Plague, thunder and hail in the wake of Mars:          (March 
Of Paris [IS APRL] bridge, Lyons wall, Montpellier, (mtn) 
bridge & wall = stage gate IS APRL = Avril. 1 42 1 
After twenty three sixth  century & seventh . past/parse                     
23rd  following/after  6 :7 = 6:30     

3 56 4 " = " - -just another line proving how slow  

the collator really is! The initial manner of being led to the year 676 was via "The Year of The Horse" from the 
Template,  in which "Their" clue was I690, (and see the silver cups date) a year of the horse which was to have meant 
2014, (a year of the horse) the year 1000 was also a year of the horse, that 324½ years was deducted (the difference 
between the new 1,000 milennium and 676), yes, you guessed it, also a year of the horse. How clever are our friends!! 
By dividing collator attention away from the 1000 years added to new  Gregorian calendar in the previous century, 
leaving collator with just prince Otto's Reset to concentrate on,  supplying the cipher word "horse" (you can see it 
yourself in the Template) and all those years that were also "of the horse",  applied.  
 

3 56 4 after sixth century plus three score seven = 567"  pas.  passed /by parse/passage the docteur died in J566½  
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    "  

    for up to twenty years, continuing from year made one,  

 

   these five eighty-three the first made milennium 
from frontispiece of  PREDICTIONS  :A ROVEN 

Chez Pierre Hubault, tenant fa Boutique :en la rue Efcuyere, à l'enfeigne du Croiffant. 

In October J582 the Julian calendar was brought into line with the 'Gotique' (a word not used after the year J600) 
6 7 see 6 54 which says to go to 6 7 (as does 3 56 4) 
Norneigre Dace, & l'Isle Britannique, 
Par les unis freres seront vexees: 
Le chef Romain issue de sang Gallique 
Et les copies aux forestz repoulsees. 

Norway and Dacia and the British Isle 
Will be vexed by the united brothers: 
The triad of the Anu, those from Sirius and from Leo 
The Roman (Norma) chief sprung from he rod blood 
And his forces hurled back into the forests. 

sprung  from             BAAL "ALIEN BACHELOR (GREYS) ABLE ECHO DESIRES" 6:35.1 
"STEALTHIER ETHEREAL SPINNER" 5:90.1              "CANAL REGIONS" [Mars] 5:70.1 
“BASAL CHIMERA ‘SPUN’ IN HERON (CRANE) NOT ARCHER” (SAGITTARIUS) 8:40.4 

colonnes ardantes , les pier-    pier = columns, fervent/intense [trump-ets… 
  

RESPONSE TO CALENDAR  LINES  NOT LIE.         ok  - So I ask: which/whose  ''site''?  
  INSOLENT PEER SERPENTSO R.O. REPLIES  IN  RESPONSE:   

TREASOR.  IS LESSON INTERPOSER/POET RISEN, 
stargate/ years

 SO SERPENT  LEO'S  LOONIES  IN  PRESENT 
times PLANNED 

SILENCE  TREASOR … stargate/ Sir is Marduk who is under house arrest in Mars [iron]  
LEPER 

uninitiated people  SNOOTINESS.  LOST  PIONEERNESS  IN  TREELESS.     IT  LONE  SENIOR  SPELT  RESPONSE… 
SNOOPS  STOLEN  SPOIL , LOST  CALENDARS,  SEEN  SENIOR PILOT'S PLOTS, 

YHWH
 POINTS  SENSE ELITE  ONES ROLE     

 
IT'S OPENER LESSON tectonic plates/dumbs NONE LOSE STRIPES  (Leopards do not change their spots) 

STEEL  
 
due to ice

 
age 

 

 

What prefix was Otto working with when he made the cold summer 

of  676 "Juli into Yule"?  July usually summer, Yule was normally 

winter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

from: Chronology of Weather Events 7
th
 Edition– James A 

Marusek (begins 2 AD) 

Since we are only in 1344 at '2020' all the number 1 prefixes in 

Marusek's work need to be deleted. 
 

shot taken by me watching a 2011  Antiques Roadshow episode 

 

 

 
 

Impression of a clay seal bearing the words: 
 "Belonging to Hezekiah [son of] Ahaz king of Judah" about 1 cm across 
and showing a winged sun and ankh, and Assyrian symbols of power and life.   
Ouria Tadmor   also symbol for electricity, 

So – what does this tell us? 
– who reigned from 715 Sometime while King Hezekiah/Isaiah  was alive 

to 686 BCE:   that  

someone saw the winged disc of  Atlas-Nemesis-Nibiru system. 
If it was this that caused the 705BC  [Chinese records] event which disturbed 
our orbit and added 5 days – then the  “3,660 year orbit” is wayyyyy off!  Unless 
the comet-sun is only the Destroyer at these times. 

 

 

 It turns out that our planet suffers all sorts of weird seasonal events about every 700 years give or take a decade. 
The one above of around 700 BC was followed by the great Earthquakes during the Crucifixion which was clearly 
stated to be during a Passover, then the Comet event of the late 600s when G. Cassini reported it. We are in I344. 
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James A Marusek reports the period [1]672 to [1]680 had summer turn to winter, hence J

ulian
 69½ above and mentions Comet Ison 

 

Pointing out that a) it was not 1418, it was J418, Julian, and b) still within the reign of Roman Empire cusp of Breton. 

 

from left: Knight's crusade horse. Surely this is NOT a hint at the 
nick named black knight craft?  IS the knight actually in black?  
The red cap he wears means something too. 
His winged helmet is called a Great Helm, of the 550's. 
Wimpled Chrone's horse, color, (an Ysabella) CHRONE = time. 
Side saddle: Stirrup leather on the wrong side: all is on  
tree/s. ? what type are they?  lance-shaft-stave, a date/ ... 
Winged helmet – the Messenger. Is this image back to front? 
Approaching dark sun with debris.   
Apothecary/Alkhemye measure. 16 shelves/years.  
Gold rimmed short skirted old knight's apparel.  
Are those mirrors at his knee? 
thankyou Dan Green. If I could find the artist or the source that 
might provide a date – the  short skirt on the knight will. 
As will the footwear, the same century as Bayeux Tapestry. 
France - Spain, where the Ysabella horse was bred. 
THE COMET IN ALL THREE HERE IS THE SAME ONE.  ISON 

  
 

  Below: Rome, below Right: Briton Bayeux Tapestry has J495 & J596, Marusek reports [I]672 to [I]680  summer had turned to winter 

The footwear in all three forms of media are the same, and it is the same comet. See the "skies scrolling back" in the Roman depiction  
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1 56 
Vous verres toft & tard faire graNd chaNge, J555 

Vous verres toft & tard faire grad chage,     J557 

Horreurs extremes, & vindications,              J555 

Que fi la lune conduicte par fon ange 

Le ciel s'approche des inclinations. 

1 56 

Sooner and later you will see great changes made, 

Dreadful horrors and avengement:in the d.u.m.bs 

For as the moon is thus led  by its [own]  angel,

*   The heavens draw near to the Balance. 
Libra as a fulcrum physically and in timing* 

  
3: – Alex Collier said the moon was brought here from Ursa Minor during the Younger Dryass period – so 

this line is saying, in the same way the moon is going to leave, and this is related to line one – great changes, =   reset

*Recall in the Epistle to Henri II that declaration "and it will be in October for the great translation, when everyone will think she 

[the Earth]  has lost her gravity..."  this is the geological shifting of earth, the very one that causes the "scrolling back of the skies". 

1 56 4 Le ciel s'approche des inclinations. The inclinations of the heavens approach. 
1 56 4  SPECIAL CODE ENCIPHERS APPLIES IN LATIN THIRTIES LETTERS INCIDENTALS APPROPOS PARCS 
CHORE/mandate. ECHOED, SILENCED PROPHECIES DECLINERS  
yes Letter 32 mentions Triple Method and Parcs' mandate  

2 79 2 ARGENTAL
silver 

GRAAL LETS AGENT USE TRUE CELTIC TREE CENTURIES CIFER LANGUAGE LATE TUUENTI TUUELVE 

10 35 2  MEAD: REMAIN YOUR  CODE: YOU OPEN REGIMEN USING MAJOR CEYUUORDS
 

PERSIST, LOSE NONE OF REAL STARS CALENDARS YEARS: POLISHvb ICON-SPELT  POETIC 
LICENSED: 

INCIPIENCE beginning to develop EOSINOPHILIC parasitic immunity ETHNIC  COPIESTS: HECTIC  COLLISIONS 
o EOSINOPHILIC part of the immune system  (white blood cells) for combating multicellular parasites  
o  
o  
o 

 

,  

 making. ..  

 =  j742  (1066 – 324 = 742 ) WE ARE REALLY IN 1344 a.d.@ 2020 

strangely – if it HAD been Hallys comet at j742 with a 75 and 76 year orbit, it would be due right now, at 1344/
2020  

BUT  this comet came thru in 1986, 34 years ago from 2020, There was not much to see of it, having no tail brilliance. 

at Hastings in 742, hat orbit (of 700 year ±) would fit both with the crucifixion Earthquakes 
AND Hastings AND with NOW. Allowing for my error in a 596 date for Bayeux & the zodiac date of March 495 . 
Whoever was  studying the zodiac date may have been using a computer program that has been itself made in error 
because of the Y2K fracas. (not forgetting the Julian calendar is 44 years older)Also  
I would happily adopt the Hastings date for ca 742 (J742) if the warfare fashions on the Bayeux tapestry were 
not so close to the failing Roman Empire fashions – a good 200 years earlier!  
It IS feasible that a volcanic disruption (that caused the eventual end of Roman authority) may have slowed 
down progress in such things as warfare fashions and saddlery. Warfare fashions include changing lengths in 
chainmail skirt, length of shields carried (the longer the shield the earlier its use) and those long pointy toed 
footwear for using in the stirrup iron. I just noticed the knight's horse has his caparison right to the ground. 
The horses ears are covered, and the helmet fits with the following i546 images with personalized helms. 
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HAVING MADE ALL THESE STATEMENTS – there is just one more tiny problem... 
"Why does the Bayeux Tapestry have an astrological date of March 15, Ɨ  495?
Glenn Warwick  studied at Bachelor of Business Management                   ,

[Ɨ]                               [ƗO66 – ca Ɨ.476 = ca 600 yr  gap] “Because it was finished, made in the latter half of 5th century. 
Mainstream Historians and history professors are either clueless to the date, or they are purposely teaching false history to the 

masses. I would say it has something to do with the lineage of kings and queens who supposedly came  from William the Conqueror.  

But if the tapestry was created in the Ɨ 5th century it means the history of Britain needs to be questioned. That would suggest that the 
line of kings and queens from the alleged Ɨ 1th  (1066) to the Ɨ 5th century were either fabricated, or they belong to another 
chronological era.  
It would also suggest that the historic events of Britain from the Ɨ1th century to the Ɨ5th century may have been fabricated.”       

"11th century /IO66_  actually being 742, which is "8th"  Century. Yes, the fabricated 324 years.            

I have taken the liberty of altering the date title/prefixes to emphasise (remind) that nothing is as it seems. H.Parks 

Glen Warwick is onto something but he is not sure what it is. He  asks why an astronomical date of i495 appears on the tapestry dated 1066. The sense comes by  deleting the prefix #1  .

     A letter was found under a Tudor mansion floor dated i633. Turns out the “i” for “the year of our lord Ɨesus” has been       
     replaced with a number 1/ That adds 1000 years to our calendar. The Gregorian calendar was not accepted world wide    
     until i922.  Having been edited in Ɨ.582. So, Glenn Warwick, you are right. I066 had a long way to go - and this explains  
     why Bretons (supposedly defeated by Saxons) were present alongside the first Crusade AFTER Hastings. 
     That there was an overlap between the two “periods” of Breton and Norman and that over 300 years is unaccounted, 

 that the likes of Wikidpedia would have us believe the beginnimg of one period to the end of the other encompasses 600 yrs.

Bayeux Tapestry | medieval embroidery | Britannica.com 
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Bayeux-Tapestry 
When first referred to (Ɨ ), the tapestry was used once a year to decorate the nave of the cathedral in Bayeux, France. 
There it was “discovered” by the French antiquarian and scholar Bernard de Montfaucon, who published the earliest complete 

Ɨ . Having twice narrowly escaped destruction during ... 
Detail of Queen Mathilda's Tapestry or Bayeux Tapestry depicting ... 
https://www.pinterest.com.au/pin/361976888777690526/ 
Detail of Queen Mathilda's Tapestry or Bayeux Tapestry depicting astrologers signaling the presence of a comet, bad 
omen for King Harold, France 11th [

/the reproduction
 ] century. ... In the square panel of the Beth Alpha mosaic 

was a zodiac wheel with all 12 symbols and names of the zodiac, surrounded by four female figures at the corners, ... 
The History of Britain's Bayeux Tapestry 
www.bayeuxtapestry.org.uk/bayeuxinfo.htm 

 -. The Bayeux Tapestry is preserved and displayed in Bayeux, in Normandy, France. Nothing 
is known for certain about the tapestry's origins. The first written record of the Bayeux Tapestry is in Ɨ  when it was 

 as "a very long and narrow hanging ... 

So here we have it. 476 – during Roman decline, so aJ476 – a date matching the saddlery, nose-helm helmets, footwear, 
chainmail,  shields and standards on the Tapestry, including the word DVX for "duke". The letters DVCI needs an "S" to be  
a word, DVCIS meaning "warlord leader". The zodiac date of 495 has been taken as the completion date. There is nineteen 
years between 495 and 476. Yet they were  dragging it out  in 476! This, of course, being  J476, 44 years older than B.C.E. 
To me this only means the astrological date was misinterpreted. 
Were there additions, as a date, placed on the ?  Saying 596?  Why.  
Checking on comet visits, in the Chronology of Weather Events (Marusek) there is absolutely nothing for the years 495 – the 
zodiac date, 742 (the date  found by deducting 324 from 1066) nor the DVCI of 596.  
There was  a comet event of [I]783/4 along with the Laki eruption said to have killed over 2 million. (Marusek) 

Marusek: I.684 ''when the English Channel froze.'' " I.687 The Nile froze " It was this decade that saw Ison 

NOW – I can drag out another image found in my old files that at first did not seem to slot into the same time period as the 
Bayeux Comet. Yet there are dates attributed to this painting hovering around the 476 date. The only thorn being the work 
shows two comets and each is going the opposite way to the other. This is the artwork which has hooded Hreidmar 
dwarves in it pointed out by Linda Moulton Howe in her studies of the Great Plague of the '1300s' which of course, is, the 
"300s".  There is debate over the actual appearance of the celestial visitors in this art varying up to ƚ.425, ƚ.452 and  J.456. 

IF the Tapestry HAD 

been finished in IO66 

and the ‘first written 

record of it was I476’ 

where was it for 410 

years?   Why did no 

one brag about it for 

410 years? Not one 

Norman king after 

Hastings mentioned  

it for 410 years ?? 

https://www.quora.com/profile/Glenn-Warwick
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Bayeux-Tapestry
https://www.pinterest.com.au/pin/361976888777690526/
http://www.bayeuxtapestry.org.uk/bayeuxinfo.htm
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 Chronicle fol. 61v  
written by Diebold Schilling the Younger (a monk) 

ʺRepresentation of strange events, which were seen in 
connection with two comets in J456: 

 in front a double-headed calf,raining blood and pieces of meat.ʺ  
Luzerner_Schilling_61v.jpg   

 
(719 × 567 pixels, file size: 107 KB, MIME type: image/jpeg) 

Darstellung von merkwürdigen Ereignissen, die j456 im 
Zusammenhang mit zwei Kometen gesehen wurden: vorne ein 

doppelköpfiges Kalb, es regnet Blut und Fleischstücke. 
 

The main problem here is the two celestial bodies cannot be 
that very busy Hally's Comet.  

Or did Nemesis arrive at the same time ? 
 

 

 

 appeared in Lettre #32 & Reincarnation  J742? The last quatrain in Cent. 7 

Having taken the two newly arrived venusians bait, think 10 footers 
In the menu/agenda of the Prince assigned great:  (the NWO agenda, chemtrails ) 

By the scullion/ordinary person [Trump] all caught in the deed, 
[bait taken] those minded to trouble  with death. 1 10 4  

Prince of Dark Men 4 27 from Sirius. Recall what Alex Collier said "full of crap" 
4 27 Salon, Mausol, Tarascon the "SIX" arc, 

 ..... Unholy Six in the heavens 

Where the pyramid is again standing:               [The star gate under 

Will come to deliver the Prince of "Annemark,"            [Dark prince 

..... D'ANNEMARC = Ddark An Man (Orion) Prince = Sirius 

Redemption reviled in the temple of Artemis.        [temple of Orion] 

..... either Congress or the U.N 

..1 10 4 
From Serpens (Boötes-Libra area) transmit asleep caged in iron 

A coffin is put into the vault of iron   (hibernating in "seraphic" 

Where seven children of the king are held:  (Cepheus, Black Knight 

The  and forebears coming forth from the depths of hades, 

.....in the hidden texts hades and hell are ciphers for stargates 

Lam 

enting to see thus dead the fruit of their line. 

 

< the J555 publication, the J562 edition> 
understanding that the Julian calendar is 

 44 years older than the Revived Gotique.

 
 

THE NEW HEAVENS  APPEAR IN THE FOLLOWING: 

published January  11th  2020 

STARS CATARACT; COLOSSAL  SPAN  CONTORTED Da Vinci  to themselves submitting were ‘paving the way’. a sé sottoposta strada collocate erano.
DISSOLVED                Isaiah  34:4 
EARTH DROP TURMOIL    7 10 1 Par le grand Prince limitrophe du Mans (in What Are The Chances) 
FEARSOME ASTRONOMIES  CONTORTIONS   5 89  4 
Hopi Prophecy Rock: Earth drops off  Golden mean 
ANGELS RESTART UNPROTECTED ANGLE OF DIP  2 72 2  UNACCUSTOMED  CETUS                5 9 4 
ONE TO CONSULT  VULNERABLE CONTORTIONS OF OUR EARTH IN FEBRUARY ELEVENTH URN 

/ Aquarius
  1 21 3 

RAPID TURNING UPROAR  PILLAR
 (Milky Way) 

ROLLS STARS... skies...SPIN  -CONTRARY-  2 73 4 going opposite way 

skies RECEDED            Revelation  6:14 
skies ROLLED UP                      Heb 1:12 
TO CLEFT, TORN, UNZIP, SCROLL OUT SPIRALS PLANETS SANS PARASITES 1 50 3 Son bruit, loz, regne, fa puiffance croiftra, 

TORQUED ALL PLANETS           10 100 4 the very last quatrain    line fe pourra garder peu le tort ,& celuy qui point. 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/34/Luzerner_Schilling_61v.jpg
https://www.sott.net/image/s2/55620/full/fig8a.jpg
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1:6 RauenneBreffeTurinVerfeilGauloys  FEELING FEBRUARY ELEVENth RAT YEAR OANNES RE-TURN
/Messsssiah 

REFUTE UFOS ENTER,  
IS  SINGULARLY VULNERABLE UNIVERSE  (exact same date in 1 21 3) (from What Are The Chances) 

o OANNES RE-TURN (Feb 11th 2020) REFUTE UFOS ENTER  not in their ufos (see image here, caught February 11th 
2020. Published on page 10 of ABBA Introduction is the image of the arrival minus their ufo...  

ANOTHER  HIDDEN  TEXT  LINE  COME TRUE 
Published 2014 and again February 9th 2020  
appeared in January 11th 2020 pdf MOST IMPORTANT 
PRESAGE COME TRUE (also see there our new sun still 
with its Saturnine rings evident)  

1 6 RauenneBreffeTurinVerfeilGauloys  
appeared in PRESENTED TO VULCAN April 6 2014 
FEELING FEBRUARY ELEVENTH RAT YEAR 

2020 

OANNES  RETURN,   (Messsssiah/Saran)  
REFUTE UFOS ENTER, so not by ufo!  

IS SINGULARLY VULNERABLE UNIVERSE...  
o See my photo herein 

C+F+BLACKSUN  NEW HEAVENS
 

Da Vinci: A innumerabili saran tolti e loro piccoli figlioli, 
   Countless Saran removed their young children 

 INTRUSION IN BARREL DATE (Jan 21 - Feb 17)
 

 8 10 2  DANGLE IN AIR URN/Aquarius
In a TELLINGER  THE  PEACEMAKER pdf 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3i-
YT3kBJck&feature=em-uploademail  
At 4 min 50 seconds   

1 51 WHAT TURMOIL! 
The head of Aries, (Marduk) Jupiter (contractual) and Saturn. 
o we have seen three quatrains say 'Saturnins burnt by the Millers' 
Eternal God, what changes?  (French word is 'mutations') 

Then the bad times will return again after a long orbit; Nemesis 

What emotional-turmoil in France and Italy.?  

good description of 2020 events

10 39 
First son, (son of our sun) violent, unfortunate relationship 
Without no children two Isles in discord: not speaking of  human children 
2 planets with moons 

Before eighteen, incompetent age,  (age of lepers)  not knowing                          
For the other event will take place sooner    

Poles turning sideways – began in 2011

Before eighteen, incompetent age:  the period of the reign of Marduk up to his incarceration in 2018 certainly was incompetant!

 

5 9 
The great arch [heaven] demolished down to its base, 
By the chief his captive friend forestalled, (JFK Jnr) 

It will be borne from the lady with hairy forehead and face, 
see the bearded Casseopea of da Vinci and Magdalene/Putin 

Then by artiface duke's death party-tricked. 
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£  3238 5 9 4   MORT death STAR/Nemesis PROPELS PART~ROTATES POLES. POLARSTARS U'ACCUSTOMED CETUS
£  1306 4 63 2  ALLAN/Webber PRINTS PERTAINS ROUTINE CETUS PLANES SPIRAL NT north 
£  2371 5 85 3 SCOUTING MASSING SUCTION UNCOILS CETUS SEA MAP CONSTELLATION SIGNS. 
£  2383 5 97 3 CITED ESCAPED FIRST SPACE FURIES PREDICATES FIRES ASPECT. CETUS IS SURFEIT higher  
                  . 
£  377010 99 4  VIGIL: SCOUT CETUS ALIGNMENT    (and C+F+YULE for the same event) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=sIRRYisGTCI&fbclid=IwAR357euAyThQJTV5xm8K59FRqH6FfxDAzJD0i1p6nJzTrvGprkcs
9vY9U7Y&app=desktop   

 

5 67 
When Perouse(Fr)/Perugian(Italy) chief not daring her cover. 
To transform senses s/he strips quite naked:  ("s' " could be "sa") 
Aristocratic [elite] deed seven being taken,  ("prins"= first of?) 
The father & son wounded via  spike in the collar. necktie/garland. Trump? 

5 67 
Quand chef Peroufe n'ofera fa tunique,     
Sens au convert rout nud s'expolier:         COLLIER 
Seront prins fept fait Ariftocratique,         AFRICA 
Le pere & fils mors par pointe au colier.  COLLIER 

 FEUU CONQUERED – CHIEF FEATURE =  QUEER PAUUN 
UUHEN AFFECTED – DIRECTED POE - UURAPS UP FAR FETCHED 
UUEIRD FAUNA-HEAP FREAK EUNUCH DEMONS UUANTED FEAR, 
ARCHONS DEEP RANK QUARTERS TRAIN-CHAUFFERED UNDER 

 RAT DATE SINE UUINNERS, HENCE RIP OFF QUEEN QE TUUO 

 

 

 

 DEEP RANK QUARTERS = d.u.m.b s deep underground military bases TRAIN-CHAUFFERED spot on
 2020  SINE UUINNERS using sonic weapons, which result in QUAKES – another word  also here
 HENCE RIP OFF QE TUUO  Queen Elizabeth II. Trump signed Executive Order in December 2017 that anyone involved in      

the trafficking or torture of children or profiting from it will have their assets seized.  Queen ElizabethII  had already been 
convicted of Crimes Against Children committed in Canada. The Hearings were held in the Hague. Ref: Sept 1964  William 
Arnold Combes, Ref. Kevin Anett. HENCE – QUEEN RIP OFF. So saying that all her assets are due to be or already have been 
confiscated.  This is the money (gold) that is part of the funds Trump has gained, not necessarily for Americans. It may still 
be a matter of one elite sect having their win over another elite sect (the Queen) using Trump as a PAWN. Cloned. 

the wording here is a complete paraphrasing of the actual wording of the actual Executive Order in December 2017.
5 67 2 Sens au convert rout nud s'expolier:    the word SERPENS is in this line (of 1 10)      

VEXEDNESS, SPURNED, UUANTED PROVEN. I.E. "EXPERT" TV STAR SERVANTSGAIAPREVENTS UUONDROUSNESS 
CORRUPT EXTROVERTS  CONNIVE INNOVATE "UNLOVED R.O. AS PENDULOUS RAPTUROUS NUISANCE"   RAT.  

 ~ INNOCUOUS VENTUROUS VIRTUE – PART REASON DEXTROUS  SUPER-TEXTURED PLANETS REPULSE 
CONVULSION PERVERSION – ENCOUNTERS CO-RESPONDENT NON-EUCLIDIAN DOPPLER CAUSES ORNAMENT TO RAVEN 
EXPANSIVE CONTOURS, RUST-COLOURED EXPLODES – ADVERTISERS CENSORED, NOT ANNOUNCE PUTIN'S INCREDULOUS 
CUTE LONDONER VOLUNTEERS URANITE SARRU REPTILE TORTURER DEVOURERS DERIVE ADRENO-NEUROTOXIN VALUE  
 UUANTED PROVEN.  despite these texts providing parallel proof of Collier's truth, the illuminati-run Gaia TV Program "star servants"= 

Goode, DeLonge, Greer, Wilcock et alia are denying that there is An Andromeda Council and are sticking to their "Council of Five (which is 

really six) and other invented names for invented off world peoples, such as Ashtar "Command" which was once a kind of galactic police but 

are now infiltrated by negative influences, much like our own police are, and the "Sphere Alliances" which has such a great ring to its name. 

 I.E. "EXPERT" TV STAR SERVANTSGAIA   described in former texts as "eating from the illuminati trough".   Emery Smith is either the great 

exception or an exceptional truth dealer.  The negatives ( the ones who have kept us all from going forward and who have gained profit at our 

expense)  always knew they would need a thoroughly believable front man to cover for them, without disclosing their own culpability in false 

treaties selling out our children. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=sIRRYisGTCI&fbclid=IwAR357euAyThQJTV5xm8K59FRqH6FfxDAzJD0i1p6nJzTrvGprkcs9vY9U7Y&app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=sIRRYisGTCI&fbclid=IwAR357euAyThQJTV5xm8K59FRqH6FfxDAzJD0i1p6nJzTrvGprkcs9vY9U7Y&app=desktop
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 CONNIVE INNOVATE "UNLOVED R.O."  inventing lies about the Regency Order of the Andromeda Council "lacking in Love".   As if the 

connivers  would  know!  

 AS PENDULOUS RAPTUROUS  being the "accusing satans" that they are, blaming the Andromeda Council for being the ones "suspended in 

the air" waiting to rapture. For one thing, the Andromeda Council are INTER-DIMENSIONAL and do not orbit physically. 

  ~ INNOCUOUS VENTUROUS VIRTUE  for the Earth. Described in the Hopi Prophecy rock 

 – Libra to December 24 to January 20 the "horse/nag months"   ORNAMENT TO RAVEN RAT.2020. Having said that. There is a 
Corvus (crow-raven) decan in August which is exactly what raised an Epiphany regarding  

 

 CO-RESPONDENT corresponding NON-EUCLIDIAN non geometrical, so no longer Fibonacci sequence DÔPPLER the Doppler Shift – 
the change in frequencies of a wave fetch   CAUSES  causing       EXPANSIVE  growing  CONTOURS  orbits 

 CUTE  LONDONER  David Icke: URANITE  from outer space  SARRU/planet with ATLAS, the Saran  REPTILE crocodilian Messsssiah 
5 62 3 Seront prins fept fait Ariftocratique,      

 PERCEIUE CORONA IS SOROS PARASITES PROFITS AQUISITION, PRINTS QUOTE PERPETRATE FRUIT RIP-OFFS, 
PROCRASTINATION ARTIFACE NOT FOR CURE PRESCRIPTIONS. ENQUIRE PERTINENT FREQUENT TRAFFIC PATTERNS. 
*11 97 original spelling. although 11 95* was lost to us 

Par Ville-franche, Ma con en deƒarroy ƒ

Dans les fagots ƒeront ƒoldats cachez, 

Changer de temps en prime pour le Roy, 

Par de Chalon & Moulins tous hachez.

Through Villefranche, Mácon in confusion, 

Inside the bundles soldiers will be hidden: 

Change in times** for the King in spring, 

Because of Chálon & Moulins all hacked/disarray'd. 

 Change in times = timelines. This king/leader with a capital K would be Trump, with his cronor visor, because prince 

William is not yet king, although he should have been June 2016 when QEII died, with MI6 keeping it secret until the clone 

was ready. A brown-eyed snaggle-toothed walk-in was used for 2017- but it is a clone we have now in 2020. One might say 

that King  [William]  had his timelines changed! 

 [the last found in 7th Centuries] plus cipher 458 = 1200. Telling us there were 1200 verses. Twelve Centuries 
7 42 plus 453 = 11 95*.  4:53 the last quatrain in Original first publication. 
*only 11 91 and 11 97  were readable when found 

J555    YEAR J557    YEAR J 562    YEAR J 554 UFO flap 

+4:53 = 2008 Allan gives Helen Templ. +453 = 2010 1st web site +453 = 2015 Da Vinci [E'a] + 453 = 2012  new web site Aug 

+458 = 2013 published Triple Method +458 = 2015  three visits +458 = 2020 finis + 458 = 2017  last visit July 
2nd 

4 44 3/anagram clue = 1999 Sept + 9   Allan doing template  = 4 53/2008 2013 – 2020 = 7 years texts 
We have seen that Allan Webber found the Jain cipher, via its publication date, guided there by the in- 
formation in his Template.  The Template was published to the Hidden Texts web site June 30th 2017. 
On the top of page 2 of the Template the JAIN LINES  can be found compiled into readable order beginning with: 
1 42 2 NAME ALLAN’S PROCESS PROGRAMS CENTURIES LINES  
culminating in 
9 73 1 FOCUS ON ENTRIES OF ZERO ABOARD BODY [of work]  
FEATURED ENTER, ELABORATE [vb] CEY'S JAIN ABROAD [India] the real clue (JAIN) was in the last of the "clue" lines  
OBDURATE [people, doubters] DEFY BY [because of] ODD FEATURE  
obdurate [stubbornly] defy [others who would question] the odd feature. That is, by anagrams arriving in the English language.  
THE ODD FEATURE is aligning all these lines with a number called  ZERO!  Not found until the year of our lord 458 C.E. 
 
In 3 94 1 we have another clue, not understood all this time... 
From five centuries more years [the] one to keep count,     (i555 and i562 publications say "l'on" but  i557 says "on".  
= One – meaning you  
These "five centuries plus" refer to the first date of publication March 10th J 555. Or, it could be  
It seems to me this was what "numbers speaking to the lady" meant. 

J 555 Aust.  Six,6 douze,12  treze,13  vint 20  parlera la Dame   :  the Elohim are Ten/Yod and ten humanoids

numbers 6, (unholy 6 of the Orion Group) 12, (Anakim base number) 13, (at the Last Supper) 20 (Elohim) speaking to the lady 
 
ADD 453 to J555  we get . The year Allan finished The Template. The year I met him.  
The year he gave me the Template to collate,  late in August. 
453 years after J 555. 
J 555 plus 458 Jain key = This clue was given for two reasons. The first being that 2012 was of no real con-
sequence other than the December asteroids passing by and the Maelström/Gulf Stream coming to a standstill. 
(The 2012 hype begun by an alphabet agency, most likely NASA since it is they who are always warning about 
several days of darkness and crying 'wolf' while they are at it)... but more importantly, the was 
allowed to me just prior to Christmas of 2012 –

 
Centuries J 562 (a publication while Nostradamus was still alive) needs its own future cipher year: 
Adding Jain 458 to J 562 = 2020, the year the collator ceases (say these texts) 
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6 76 "old city" is usually London 
 

The old city antennae's edge  wearing,   5G 
The tyrant supporter no longer bearing :         Bill Gates 
In temple White House the false media cutthroat, 
The people coming proud/fiends  to death rout. civil war 

same time period as Nostradamus> <what time period would this be? 
People make me laugh when they try to say that there "was never a Tartaria" 

 

 
 

 
 

ƚ720 

 
Johannes Hevelius 611 - 687 

Above a ƚ720 rendition, Hydra fleeing east, Leo facing 
current view, thus between 719 (old view) and 720 is the 
new current perspective. 
Coruus/Corvus proceeding to Crater then Leo, so saying 
our current view is actually in PROcession. 
Not precession, for purposes of the decanates.  
Even though our "experts" still call it precession. 
Here is where the happened.  
Additional to this image but out of  view, next to Crater 
underfoot and east is Corvus the Crow or Raven, which in the 
normal decanates of precession precedes the rest of Leo.  
We can also see the she snake Hydra fleeing – in the wrong 
direction. 
 

 
 
 
 

The date in the title says "Published February 22 824  
by [unreadable] Whittaker, Cadell & Hoiles London" 

 

https://i1.wp.com/www.remodelaholic.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Astronomy-Celestial-Atlas-Jamieson-1822-Plate-17.jpeg?ssl=1
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ORION, TAURUS FACING THE OPPOSITE WAY, MUSCA THE FLY BEFORE 
IT BECAME VESPA – until 719 publications 

 

Pile of Pleiades behind Taurus – current view from 720 

 

 

LYRA AND CETUS  
Lyra the Harp  is to the west of Cetus here, whereas – 
today it is to the north 
still trying to determine if this depiction of Cetus has  
its head at the correct end, since currently  the tail star 
Deneb is to the right (east), making this depiction 
proper for nowadays but incorrect for those days/ 

Circled is Lyra the Harp 
 
 
 
 

FACING  and DEPICTED, CORRECTLY TODAY 
Noting it is a pre 19th century Narwhale 

 

 

 
CETUS MONSTRUM MARINAUM…  
Eridanus underneath, meaning this is pre 690 RESET 
and making this sea monster as the old saying  goes 
"arse over Turkey", wrong way about 
 
In another beautiful but difficult to see map,  
Thomas Hood showed Cetus with Eridanus underneath. 
Thomas Hood died j620. 

 
 
 

https://i2.wp.com/www.remodelaholic.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Astronomy-Map-Taurus-Hevelius.jpg?ssl=1
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Vulpecula going the opposite way to which it does today Cygnus as it is today. Sagitta is here, also facing to the right 

  
Planetarium before the reset The Planetarium as it is now 

 

  
Monoceros and Sirius/coronet previous to the reset Sirius/prince and Monoceros as they are today 

  
 

  

The Arm is changing the "differential" 

gearing of the Millwheel... Peacock or 

Phoenix-optera holding the timer 

(saying this happens according to 

timing.) The Cockerel of Argo/Puppis.   

Leo Major with Leo Minor under it (it is 

Leo Minor on top today). Orion facing the 

wrong way.  (It has the features of 

Nostradamus). Bootes/Libra with the 

Eagle of Scorpio next to Ophiuchus the 

snake holder.  The snake is Serpens.  

The BlackSun is below 

Peacock.Phoenix/Bennu Bird/Grus and 

Puppis are where the current star wars 

combatants derive. Both star systems 

are in the southern skies today. Those 

from Puppis are the Mantids & company. 

Serpens-Bootes is where the Guardian 

sentinels derive.In the Black Knight. 1 10 

The Millwheel centrally turns when our 

own "gearing" is altered, and this 

usually happens every time the black 

sun passes over. This is referred to a 

"New Heaven & a New Earth" 

9 32 4 Claffe agiter au 
port de Methelin. 
SENSICAL TRIAGE SEAS 
STARS, SAGITAEREUS, 
TAUREAN, SCALES.  
POUR HELL THEME: 
READ: SAGITTA DOMINATES 
JUPITER 
saying Jupiter is in Sagitta at the 
time 
What I thought was Virgo (next to 
Libra) is a woman with a hold of 
the bow. Was Jupiter a female? 

Taurus (minus hind legs) does face to 

our left today. The banners are the 

contortions of the Milky Way, therefore 

our stars that we see. The dates have 

been given in early Libra = from Virgo 

(Sept. 22 – Sept. 29) then "In October 

will be the great translation"... 

The puzzle here is that Archer. 

It is Sagitta- but is that actually where 

Sagitta is?  These events will take from 

Taurus to early October. Sagitta might 

be the "fir tree" date  of  Dec 21 - 23 
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Skymap Johannes Hevelius i611 – i687 
I have used the lower case "i" here because the letter 
found under the Tudor Mansion was dated i633. 

Have you begun to ask yourself why? 
Why did all the pre 720 astronomers depict the constellations 
facing the opposite way to how we see them? 
That prior to 719 A.D. the Animal for Cancer was a crayfish or 
lobster – and post 720 A.D. it became a crab.! 

 

That here in this image pre 720 we see Sagittarius very much 
facing the wrong way. With  Corvus before Leo, which was the 
Epiphany that led me here. 
The OTHER detail that now comes to light is the actual date 
for the Uffington Horse.  This ground glyph is actually 
Sagittarius complete with bow and arrow to its RIGHT. 
THIS was the hint left to us here in their future. 

 
and that it has been maintained since post 719. 
How does this come about? 
If our heavens turn -  – and THIS IS WHY T.P.T.B. 
stick to their Orions Belt mythology regarding Giza. 

2 79 2 

 

 

 
 

 

£  2391 
6 5 3 SAMAROBRYN cent lieux de l'hemifphere, 

HESPERIS western HELM BARONRY (in the Bayeux Tapestry along the bottom hem) SPHERES HELD NON BARONRY.  
RE-EMPHASISE MICHEL'S SPHERE RESHAPES SAME APP AS CELEBRITY SERIPH USED 
£  2737

10 9 3 Surnom de chauffes perhume luy pofthume, 
SHUTS U.N. UU.H.O MOUTHS CENSORED NEURONS HESPERUS CONSUMER RHEUM TYPHUS SOUTHERN SPHERE  
HOST HC PARCS AUST. UNDER SPOTS EACH NUMEROUS HELM USES SUMMER SEEPS AS YULE NORN 
£  3603 

 Claffe agiter au port de Methelin. 
SENSICAL TRIAGE SEAS, SAGITAEREUS, SCALES STARS POUR HELL THEME:  
SHE CLASSES HELMETED AGES TAPESTRIES LINES, RING THEME  
AISE INSECT AGEISTS CAUSE ANALGESICS PAUSE IRATE EUROPE ELITE GREAT LIE STANCE. 

continues Claffe agiter au port de Methelin. SAGITTA 
READ: SAGITTA DOMINATES JUPITER – ALL GEM OFF CENTRE TEETHING, GET MEGADEATH. ALL AFFECTED THEREIN 
RATTLES THE LARGE HALL OF FAME CAMELOPARDALIS FATHEADS REFUTE ARE URGENT THIEF- FIGURE THE TEN SEE 
       

5 62 4 Le pere & fils mors par pointe au colier.   
REMOTE R.O. PRAISE COLLIER  ALERTS TO SUPERIOR  FEARSOME  REPTILE  SIRIUS  APEEMEN  IN PROPER PROFILES 
INSPIRES AMATEUR IMPERSONAL SOUL-MATE MENOPAUSAL LECTURER NUMERATES PERILS, IS NOT SAFE FOR POLLUTION-
FREE UTOPIAN SINECURE POPULATION: APPROPRIATE MIRACLES IN ORNATE . CORPORATIONS IMPAIR SLEEPIEST LEPERS 
ENORMOUS LEPSARIA INTERFERE FROSTIER  ON OPPORTUNE CERN-I.T.E.R. INFERIOR POSER PRINCE COMPILES FELONIES. 

 COLLIER = Alex Collier, contactee 
 APEEMEN  from Ahpee – the nickname Aleister Cröwley gave his favorite lover 
 NUMERATES PERILS, literally, puts numbers on every reference, the quatrain numbers 
 IN ORNATE – Libra in October 
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  the Observation Deck finds Wikipedia ats archives.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sdw9s-_mY20  

  

 

 

 
ALL OF WIKIdPEDIA ENTRIES HAVE A NUMBER 1 [ONE] 
TACKED ONTO ACTUAL archive.org ENTRIES 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sdw9s-_mY20
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"In the spring [October] there will be omens, and thereafter extreme changes, reversals of realms and mighty 
earthquakes. These will be accompanied by the procreation of the new Babylon, miserable daughter enlarged by 
the abomination of the first holocaust. It will last for only seventy-three years and seven months...." 
                                                 

7 13 3 Chaƒƒer ƒordide qui puis ƒera contraire, Chasing sordidness that then will be contrary. (satanism) 
SARCOSINE/self description of Eloim ARUSPICES these texts PRAISES ANCHORETTE-ARCHERESS/Sagittarian PARKS; 

ORDERS HER SEARCH ISUS/Sirius OANNES CURS/dogs IESUS/Jesus SACHS CRASHES CROATIA [Romania]  
SCENARIOS ERRATIC TERRAIN CRUSH/TECTONIC DISORDERS UPRISES DERO CATARRHINES SINUS USERS. 
HORRIFIC FISH-FACED* TRIED HARD-CORE CORRUPTION TO CONQUER PICTURESQUE PARADISE UUITH RICH 
ACIDIC SUFFOCATION, ARID CROPS, UUATER PUTREFIERS; POISONS FIASCO.    UURECKED THOU NATURE SICK

 (ERADICATE FORESKINS): ADORE/October CHARADES UUORK HERETIC PERFIDIES STRUCK  PROFOUND COPIESTS
UUEIRD FAIR-FACED EUNUCHISED HEAP ANTE-CHRIST PERSIST UUICKED OEDIPEIAN PIRATES RAPTURE RIP-OFF  
READ PREDICTION: DUUARFS, HE-ROD HACKERS PANACHE,  REPAIR  CO-EFFICIENT ARCHONS ERECTED DEFICIENT 
o * FISH-FACED  ever seen a "Lionhead" goldfish? The word "fish" refers to their scales too 
o OEDIPEIAN PIRATES: we have just learned that Marduk (SAAMe) is a result from his mother by one of his brothers, & not 

Ea. Marduk is serving a life sentence of proving he can be redeemed, because he falsely stated  he was repentant in court 
(2017/8) but that does not stop his fellow "pirates" from continuing his "work". I do not understand why the Council of Five 
allow him to lie to them. They have cronor visors and would know what Marduk is capable of.   The same hearing saw the 
immediate execution of Nannar, on the spot, for "restricting the light".  This was told to me by the Arresting Officer. 

DUUARFS, Hreidmar  HE-ROD HACKERS the two brained autonomous J-Rod (with a gender). 
 

 
Most of you who have been following this saga will be aware that I am rather fond of catching the GoldenCube when 
it is here. At one period there were two of them stationed, one in the East and one in the West. But, for this shot, it 
was the strange lights behind the trees that caught my attention. This is not the first time, but it was the most active. 
At first the mind says to itself "they must be having a cracker night down the back" because these lights were shoot-
ing upwards, albeit in complete silence. There are two problems with that idea- this was February 19-22 (the date of 
the folder in my phone) and still in deep drought but not only that, shortly following the bushfires that had us in this 
area surrounded. There is no habitation at all in this direction. It is a no-build no-fires wetlands designated bushland. 
As it happens, the GoldenCube is in the photo near the moon. The giant elephant in the room that was NOT in view 
at the time of shooting this shot  is the very large intruder behind the moon. If that had been visible at that moment 
a person might have fainted clean off the porch. 
Do I need spell it out?  The BlackSun. (Singularly vulnerable universe) meaning A NEW HEAVEN AND A NEW EARTH 
How an object of these dimensions passing would be likely to cause a RESET to all other smaller celestial 
objects?Someone said a thing of that size would have been causing many pertubations such as storms and 
vulcanism. This idea fits well if this was a close encounter. To me it seems to have been Nemesis itself, being just 
under half the size of our own sun, this had to have been a long way off to have even fitted into the shot. 
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5 67 2 Sens au convert rout nud s'expolier:    the word SERPENS is in this line (of 1 10)   
NEUROTOXIC LUXURIOUS TRUCULENT EXCRETAL ELITE CROON CONTINUE I.T.E.R. CERN VENDETTA VEXATION  ATS  
"EXOTIC SERPENS' VENTUROUS DAHL TAXI  OVER ROTUND CURVE" OUR DEVOUT SORT EXECUTE TURN VORTEX NEXT 
DISCOVER UUEIRD CONTEXT DISCLOSURE VERTICAL LEXICON CONTORTED CROP ELDER VOLUNTEER WROTE SAVEN 
DIVORCES  UUORST AIRLORDS  CONVULSION  INNOVATOR. UUONDERS AT VALOROUS DESIRES EXTINCTION  RAVEN 
 EXCRETAL ELITE   the crossbred fallen ones. The elite with the longer heads (Rothschilds) 

 I.T.E.R.  CERN the two "godkiller" projects of the Serco company owned by prince William 

 SERPENS' VENTUROUS DAHL TAXI  OVER  The area of Serpens next to Libra is where the black knights came from (1 10) 

 TURN VORTEX NEXT another description of the New Heavens 

 VERTICAL LEXICON CONTORTED CROP ELDER no one has come forward yet with the translation of the tall  tablet held by the Sparsholt 

Elder crop circle which appeared the same day as the notorious Orion Belt grey holding a disc 

 WROTE  SAVEN saving    so saying part of the message on the tall tablet is about saving the planet 

 UUORST AIRLORDS   Lords of airways are EnLil and SemYase 

 VALOROUS  DESIRES  EXTINCTION  Valiant Thor. But you knew that didnt you? Since he is EnLil 

 RAVEN = two dates (the very thing that caused the  Epiphany) because in my memory I had seen Corvus to the right of Leo (in an old 

Medieval woodcut) which in PREcessional mode would mean just going into Leo. Meaning July 22 – Aug 2nd .  

The following appeared in CENTURIES 12 SIXAINES  June 2013 
A time when I believed Illuminati-run Wikidpedia was a useful and honest tool for education... 
Coming up to June right now in 2020, so saying seven years of much water under the bridge of learning via these 
texts – we can see how Billy Meier (along with George Adamski) was led astray by the fallen ones from under 
Antarctica. 
The word Jschwjsch (Chief pilot to Semyase, the co pilot and leader of the biblical 200) might well stem all the way 
from ancient Lyra via the invaded Pleiades. Ptaah was an incarnation of E'Yah, who was a pilot of a kur, having also 
been known as AnKur. 
When dividing up planet Earth between them, EnKur became EnLil – Lord of airways, frequencies, sacrificial 
smoke, storms/Thor, The Ruach Yehovah. The mis-taken god of the Is ra el ites.  
See where wikidpedia tells us this title is given to a "man who has reached a high level of wisdom truth insight and 
a strict following of Natural Creative Laws at all possible times and lives in recognition of Universal Love. " 
It is myself who omitted "knowledge" because that "knowledge" has become the Artificial Intelligent techno crap. 
The same of Elon Musk, who is a satanist. 
Then I added  to the footnote: "Enlil is a 'wrathful' YHWH"– therefore cannot be one of great Knowledge Wisdom 
and Love. In fact – he is the destructive one.  Introducing the 5G and all its attendant frequencies that are killing 
everything of Creative Nature around those frequencies. Hardly true Godlike tendancies. 
And yes, Ptah was responsible for spiritual teachings – to the point he is now a true RÃ. 
 

Here is another warning to add to the "skies scroll back"  list in "What Are The Chances?" 
ADD  "DANCE ENDS, REPLACES OUTER SPACE CONCORD, ASTERS CREEP OFF CENTRE"... TO: 

SPAN CONTORTED, EARTH DROP TURMOIL, FEARSOME ASTRONOMIES CONTORTIONS, HOPI EARTH DROP PROPHECY,  
TO CLEAVE, TEAR, UNZIP, SCROLL OUT. RAPID TURNING UPROAR,  PILLAR STARS ROLL, , CONTRARY SPIN, SKIES RECEDE,   
SKIES ROLL UP, PLANETS SPIRAL, TORQUED ALL PLANETS, UNACCUSTOMED CETUS, VULNERABLE UNIVERSE. 
BANNERS TURNING, and presage – the only one which speaks of it -  

 
3 94 3 puisavncoupgrandeclartedonrra   Then suddenly to one a great light given, 

  REGARDS  EA-RA  NON APPROVED  LUNAR ~ PROPOSING  CURVATURED  IN  ./ScorpioDAN  
WOW – THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT CHANI SAID IN THE CHANI PROJECT! 

6 3 4  Oftera le fceptre coronal de concorde. [halo] (ƒ can be S) 
DANCE Earth ENDS. REPLACES  ASTERS  OUTER  SPACE  CONCORD  CREEPS  OFF  CENTRE ADORE RAT in October – the ‘great translation’ 

POLES OFF CENTRE, CREATORS  ACCORD  ERECT  TOR/mountains   DAN in Scorpio 
[use] PRESELECTED  LETTER  CODES  ONCE  after RECEPTACLES  computers  RESTORED wont be me, I won't be here 
D’OREAN , Tau Ceti  SCEPTRE  Nibiru  CLEAREST  CORONA  N   (Ash tree/Pisces L – RAT. yes, much ufo activity, same time as Corona Virus 

ATEN/ETNA  COLD  REPELLED  ROTTEN  CREEP OFFENDER  C  Mabvs PESTS, - FEET (Pisces, Madrid fault?) 
LEONARDO  CONCEALED  PERFECT  FORCE Elohim  [concealed]  ROT,   COAT  hides COLDER PROTOCOL , COATS  Earth     

READ LEONARDO  ART  CONCEALED PROOF,  CENSORED  LEO’S  DNA  CLATTERER  (shape shifter) 
ALERT:  LEO ENTRANCED vb  CENTRAL TRADE  RANTED  RECTAL,  pedophilia  DETRACT  LEPERS  LEARN   
R.O. OF  PERFECT  CONCERTO Elohim DECLARE  DEALER  CONCOCTER OF PERFECT CONCERT, texts  CORRECTED  FOOLS 

5 83 2 Nomparcil regue puiffant & invincible  An unparalleled realm, powerful and invincible 
[the] FANCIFUL IMPUGN ‘‘ABLE IMPREGNABLE ERUPTION’’ AT VINCI,/ Montalbano 
IS UPCOMING INFERNO, UNPENETRABLE FLAIR UP FLIPPING BEAUTIFUL , NAME’S (Earth?) CORNER. i.e. laying Earth down 
IS PROFICIENT FUNERAL OF CURRUPT PLEBEIAN CUNNING REPROBATE ,  ELITE  OF  ILL FAME    
o Montalbano in Tuscany (“Tuscany the worst” 9 45) 

9 87 4 Du mont Lehori Prelat donra exemple.  
EXPLORE MALODOR, something stinks  EXPLORE  HOAX  POLLUTED  NEEDLE 

Elo’im MERIT ERUPTION, RENT, earthquakes   ALERT TO MODERN ROMAN PROLE.  R.O. TEN 
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o Many lines say the Vatican will disappear... [this causes]  
RELAXED  MOMENTAL  REALM  TURN    
o this eruption forestalls the sudden pole flip 2020, the one Al Bielek said did not happen. Momental stall, “when all with think she 

has lost her gravity” The October event named in The Epistle to Henri 
 

2 28 4 And delivering a great nation/people from subjection. 

MIDDLE PAPER/Earth equator... DEAFENING EVENING  DREAD  PELEE  ERUPTION:  
FUNDS/vb EARNING  FINER  LAME  VENTURA  AS  PRESIDENT 

Presage 12 VenusNeptuneAdrieTamise 
VENTURA PERSON PRESIDENT IN SUPER RIP ERUPTION  
 NIA CONJUGI. OPT. V. FELICIT.   (‘ƒ’ = ‘s’)        From  Nostradamus               

V as a numeral for FIVE usually means the Elohim  
translation:  Andromeda Council OPT FLOAT  5 ~ SPIN turn Earth  JOINED,  

o (Gall is Celtic BILE date June 10 – July 7 in Gemini! ) which is winter in the southern hemisphere  C+F+GALL 
ACTIVE JOINT COUPLING CULTIVATING EPIC JOINS FIVE [planets]       (Leonardo has  a similar line with “5” like this) 

o Andromeda Council joins with others to move the inner planets    
o most unusual, that the hidden texts say the same as the translation 
IS CUP/Cassiopeians  GAVE AGILE TECTONIC ON ACCOUNT OF JOINT  
EVIL PIG, = Boar = Ursa Major factions ... TO CUT ACUTE INFECTIONS 
o CUP being the ‘holy Graal’ of the Cassiopeians, part of the Elo’im alliances –  
o doing a controlled eruption. EVIL PIG as a date is 2019, and the month of  Feb 18 – March 17. Swine is April  15 – May 12 

  INDOVINELLI FANTASTICI O PROFEZIE                                    From Leonardo  Da Vinci                      
translation:  5. Fantastic conundrums/riddles…  prophecies   [of the 5/Elo’im and or five of the Riddles] 

SIFT PDF  FILES IDENTIFIES VOLCANO ERUPTION SITE  see Montalbano  ("sifting" which is exactly what is being done here) 
IS  ANT/Mantid FRIEND  FED  IN  SIEZE /Fr. 2016   see the "velvety square clouds" which began around 2014 
TO INITIALIZE this  IDEAL,  TO SANITIZE,  TO DE-STALINIZE TAILED LIZARD INSIDE, AND  ZETA ALIEN FIEND  
PATRONIZER REPTILIAN ENLIL’S INVOCATIONS : DEVILIZE,  DIVISIVE  VIVID  FICTIONAL   FELONIES  END 
o FICTIONAL  FELONIES false flags, plus all the negative lies regarding the feminine, not to mention all the clones 
o ANT FRIEND  FED  Mantid  seeded a particular volcanic eruption 

 

3 20 1 i555 publication Par les contrees du grand fleuue Bethique  continues 
ELOQUENT CHAP BOLD GOUERNOR IESSE UENTURA  HELPFUL :  LED CONQUERED FOLK; UUAS FRAUGHT PLEB 
QUEERED BOTCHED LETHAL  FALSE FLAG LAUA-BELCHER-PLUNDERER  HALF-GOD LORD  ROTHSCHILD ISRAEL'S  HATRED; 
BRAGS DRENCHED EARTH, UUANTED PROLE  SERF... FLOGS  UURETCHED  GROUUTH OF CLONED QUADRUPED  BIRTH;   
AND UURONG LEGEND (CHARGED POUUDER BLEUU UP) = DARKENED SPACED DAYS (REUELATION)  UUORTH 
DANGLED HELL-BENT CERN UURANGLED OFF-CENTER CORE: UURECKED FENCED FORD CROSSING ORBIT DEPTH GAPPED 
LEFT-HANDER TUUERP UUOLF Rockefeller THINKS HAS GRID-GRAPH LEY-LINES  LENGTH  ENUURAPPED 

left-hander = C+F+SINISTER 
OLD CALENDAR AGES CODING CHALKED ON BLACK-BOARD = drafted as a plan  ENTRAPPED 
GLAD FRENCH SAGES REINFORCE  HER  (see Presage Jun 124 i566 – line 3  

En armes l'Orient. la France se renforce,                                                      The East put in arms... France reinforces herself 
BEAUTIFUL ELEPHANT  BLACK KNIGHT SERAPH, SQUARE FIELD,  PROTECT  LIBRARIES GARDEN  TOP-RANKED KING CEPHEUS
top ranked King = King of kings  see  ARM AT RIM  the Black Knight the "beautiful Elephant" the nova which sits in Cepheus  

1 65  
Infant (clone) without hands never so great a fulfillment seen: (cloning)  
(emphasis on the word "seen") but the wording uses 'feudre' as a cask (in vitro)  

 (Donald Trump’s son)  The royal child injured of/from estrus/womb casualty.
 

 

4 33 3 VENUSNEPTUNEMARS 
  RAMP UP MENU, MEANS TURN SEVEN EVENT SPUN VAST SPAN RAVEN NAMES SUPERMAN STAR MASTERS, ARM TEAM,

this matches WHAT ARE THE CHANCES details.  SEVEN EVENT= seven planets  RAVEN =Yule/early Capricorn 
6 17 SATURNINS 

ISN’T  SAINTS, ANTS, RUN STAR IN SUN (SUN IN STAR) STRAIN AS IT TURNS INN/Earth IN TIN/Sagittarius or Pisces RAT 2020 TUN/Maya year A
SAT IN URN/Aquarius. TAN TAU [Ceti] AUNT IN USSR/RUSSIA, ISN’T TANIS/Egyptian ANU.      IS U.N. U.S. ISUS,SiriusANU, NAN STAR 
NUNS/Pleiades SIN/fallen angels RANTS RAINS RUINS SUNNI/Allah SIRS/Marduk S.S. TRAINS; STAIRS taken up IN ASS,Cancer NUTS/Aug 5-Sep 1 
2 4 4 Que par Barbares pillée ƒoit & vollée.There will remain there no suburb, city or town (directed energy weapon of the U.S.) 

Those pillaged by Banksters agreed and flown  Oppose quarrels – be little variable… Allan Webbers Template 

SEES BARB bankster RAE PERILS SPILL        directed energy weapons 
SOVIET  TO  ASSIST  IRAN - I.E. SEE  LOSES   OIL 

Barbares gives BEARS (Ursa/Russia) REB ARABS  BAR  (in Cancer 

JAQUES VALLEE  ALERT: PRIOR BOATS' REPROBATE TRIPLE LITERAL ORBIT RIPPER TALE, ABORT LABEL TIPS POLAR 
AIRPORTS PROPER LEPER PLEBS TRIP, POORER  TROLLOPS RABBLE  PERSPIRE APRIL RAT/2020,STEER/2021 RABBIT/2023 
STAR PILOT, EnLil  BRAT/Ninurta  BEAST'S ABLE-PORT PROBABLE  PERIL, PAIR TRIAL BLISTER LABOURER PARAQUAT 
VALLEE QUIBBLES RARE PURER SOCIABLE R.O. [their] POETICAL LEPSARIA (PURIFIER OF COBRA SAVIOR):  
QUARRELS “ARE OPPOSITE PIRATE, TERRORS ALIEN LEO RACE” (ABLE CRIPPLE PEOPLE VIA ELITE) 
LEPSARIA – warrior gate keepers, four winged angels, could even be the Seraphim 

                   PARAQUAT  BOOBY  TRAP –  includes 1080, fluoride in water, "rabies" poison drops, DDT in chemtrails, borrellia (on ticks) in 

chemtrails, the BaAl  = barium aluminum and a miriad of other chemicals the military is so fond of experimenting with – against the population 
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5 11  3 Leur regne plus Saturne n'occupera, 

Presage 102  i 564  Octobre.  
 
La bouche & gorge en feruides pustules, 
De sept grands cinq. toux distillante nuire : 
Pluye si longue. , à non mort tournent bulles
Le grands mourir, qui trestous faisoit luire. 

Both mouth and throat shall angry pustules ulcers  burn,     PARAQUAT - DDT= blisters I080

Of seven elite cough phlegmy. five shall wrack: the elite not immune to chemtrails 

So long a rain.   TEARFUL  RAIN blisters bronze sun DROPPED/Hopi Prophecy non fatal  turn,   

 

 Al Bielek in 2137 said ‘the complete poles roll had been prevented’

>= CORPULENT  SUPER-SUN  SPRAUULS  ENTERS  UUORST...  = blisters

The Lord shall die, who shone on all alack!           (Ala.Lu-Lucifer/Jesus) meaning... 

The Lords shall die, who shone [Illuminati] alack on all! 

5 11 3   

102 j564 Octobre. CII. +458 = 2022 
 

 La bouche & gorge en feruides pustules, 

 De sept grands cinq. toux distillante nuire: 

 Pluye si longue. à non mort tournent bulles, 

 Le grands mourir, qui trestous faisoit luire. 

Both mouth and throat shall angry pustules burn, chemtrails biogens 
Of nobles seven cough. phlegmy five shall wrack. coronavirus 

So long a rain. blisters Earth in Octobre 
The lords shall die, who shone on all a lack! Satanists 

these two are related 

103 j564 Novembre. CIII. Nouembre. 

 Par bruit de feu Grands & Vieux defaillir. 

 Peste assoupie. vne plus grande naistre: 

 Peste de l'Ara. foin caché, peu ceuillir, 

 Mourir troupeau fertil. ioye hors prestre. 

Through talk of fire both great and old demeaned. d.e.w. 

One plague declines. a bigger one increased. 

Disease of corn [Lat. aroura]. hay hidden, little gleaned.* 
The flocks shall die. sex-joy except for priest. 

*disease of corn = g.m.o.  Produce fodder kept rare by floods. Farmers told to destroy the flocks – happening now 

 

This map, as we have found is really dated J592 since it 
was only 10 years prior that Gregorius added a thousand 
years by changing the "J" or the "i" to a number     "1". 
And because we are  in I344, the year 1592 has yet to be. 
Making this the same century of the Piri Reis map.What 
do we see here? We see an equator turned sideways, a 
lush Africa, no snow or ice at the area we have been 
calling the north pole. And what think you about the 
sheer accuracy?  The view from a very high altitude. 
We need also be aware that Antarctica is closer to an 
equator on the other side! 
Still – all the same – where is a snowy north or southern 
pole?  Why are there no deserts as we have today? 
Leading to another set of enquiries... 
How is it that Giza is the centre of all land masses today 
complete with the pyramids thereon facing that almost 
perfect true north and south?  
A detail which points heavily to a Hidden Hand from 
some Higher Authority. We might even call it Grace. 

 

FALL OF CABAL 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60V6Zt6Yois&fbclid=IwAR2R5ToiDkwmNnr0fmQ3EZiWAABgRTqs_syZpkNsTqm6dQi5eNIiY-ItU04  
 
£  3450 7 21 4 e mettre à mort uy & ƒ  herant.  [ ] Putting to death  him [satan] and his following. 

ON STONE:UTTERLY DENOTES ADHERENT
/to follow 

YEAR DEEM'D YULE AT JULY - MATTER'D TRULY 
MORTAL SON HEARD, YET DONATES ADHERANT

/stick to
 EMULATORY

/copied
 D.O.M.  ON  HEADSTONE: 

HE ANTE-MORTEM RAT.
 (He died before [the] rat year.)  

REMOTE HOT COMET MATTER RENAMED ATLAS: TO ARMAMENT THREE/ ArmMargEddan 
"AFTER SIXth CENTURY PLUS THREE SCORE SEVEN = J. " 3 56 4 Quatrain 
oh so subtle! Nostradamus died in 566 and over a half , as written on his tombstone ~ July/Julian 

This is what the Template calls a "CHAIN REFERENCE" – just one of the many directives to the collator and possibly mentioned only 

once since this saga began. To find it in the Template, one needs to search any of three words – CHAIN, CHINA or CHANI to get the 

context relating the word CHAIN to a Directive. The collator received ten more pages of Directives "boxed lineally" than did Allan 

Webber. The word BOXED was just one of those. 

 
£ 

computer 
reference of all  
quatrein lines 

Centuries 00  
Quatrain # 

Line 
number 

the computerized 
result- but out of 

context 

the words need to be placed ‘boxed’ 
the word "cassette" was also used 
with ‘metric foot measured’ lines 

2 4 3  Il n'y aura fauxbourg, cite, ne vile  

2 4 3 FARAUUAY NELL COCEBURN   
          BOX  YA’S  LINES – LINEALLY 

 
£  1990 

 2004/ 2 4  3 NELL COCEBURN FARAUUAY LINEALLY BOX LINES.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60V6Zt6Yois&fbclid=IwAR2R5ToiDkwmNnr0fmQ3EZiWAABgRTqs_syZpkNsTqm6dQi5eNIiY-ItU04
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One needs to understand that Allan Webber did not come over  any horizon of the collator until after he had completed his 

massive undertaking, one that began 1999 and finished August 2008. The exact timing of contact from the collator reaching 

out to Allan for an answer to a question, only to find the middle name of the collator was there in plain sight, in the 

Template. Cockburn; one must admit, is not a common middle name for a female. How did Allan even code that into his 

programs vocabulary? One will notice the letter "k" hardly ever appeared in the Template, a "Q" being used in its place. 

How did the computer know to construct a word with a "k" in it, using an "e" instead?  

Luckily the old original works are kept on many hard drives, because when I went to the one that is published on the web 

site, by some mysterious means the word COCEBURN appears only once, and has disappeared from  2 4,  Fortunately it 

still appears in the original sequestered from a separate hard drive.  

Interjecting here, that the negative ones have been censoring the work when it reaches the web site. 

One pdf was completely made 404. Once that was brought to my attention, I slotted the entire contents inside the 

Introduction to the book. 

At that same time, ANDROGYNE DOREAN SMART SPACESUIT Pt 2 had been removed and Part one placed in its 

spot [by someone]. In this way it still appeared that Part 2 was in place, but they had taken part One and put it there too. 

Leaving the website with two of Part One and none of Part 2. Luckily people had written and said how they thought Part 2 

had been the best of all the articles so far. Leaving things as they had been done, the real Part 2 was again installed – later, 

successfully as it seemed. Yet yesterday, while searching something else, I used the Part 2 of Androgyne Dorean 

SmartSpacesuit. When there – realized that the Linda Moulton Howe item regarding what was told to Pen.niston that they 

"have at least five different stories with incorrect dates" to confuse the public – all that was gone, once again.  

These little events in themselves have been a guidance to me regarding other things that "disappear" and this example in the 

Template is just one more. 

Otherwise- a person would begin to think the brain was failing them!  
here is the version containing COCEBURN  kept in an old sealed pdf., which had simply been copied onto the one that was published at the 
web site – BUT ARRIVING ATTHE WEB SITE WITH THAT WORD ALTERED 
£  1280 

 4 37 2  REGINALD LEGENDARI BEORC IRELAND NEBULISER UN RAILED DENIAL UN GALLERIED. 
SUB.LINED.CORE REAL. PURE. LIE DANGER. COCEBURN UNROBES OBSCURE.LINES 

the other one published, out of context, but with that Coceburn name intact:            (the word "NELL" is in it too) 
£ 1280 

4037 2 REGINALD LEGENDARI BEORC IRELAND NEBULISER UNRAILED UNROBES OBSCURE.LINES  DENIAL 

UNGALLERIED.SUB.LINED.CORE REAL.DANGER.LIE PURE.COBURG       

So, when I went to get the other line (2 4 3) with "COCEBURN" in it, the name was gone, changed to COBURG – yet the old locked pdf has it 

FARAUUAY LINEALLY AFAR COCEBURN BOX ILL EVENT LINES (not in proper context) 

 
£     1 

1001  1 Estant afsis de nuit fecret eftude, 
ASSISTANT INDUCES SECRETS UNASSISTED. (I might argue that detail – guided to find this while working on the very article) 

       one could debate if this assistant is Allan Webber, but this topic is about fixing the calendars, as far as I know, Allan has never used the     
       word TENT being moved, meaning EARTH, in Isaiah 24:20 translated as "cabin" but  the Isaiah society was nomadic, living in mobile tents. 

TESTS her STAIDNESS 

shaking my head in disbelief- yes, Isaiah's "[Earth] moved like a tent" and the SEA TENET of  the Mazzaroth, the Sea being Al 
Faiyoum (currentlyin the north) referring to the celestial "Sea" in which sat all the nautical constellations, which include Pisces-
Bennu Bird (now Grus), Argo, Cetus 

 

SATANISTS  SECRETES/hides  NET reticuli CIRCUS  - IS SADISTS  TENSE  DUST
 radioactivity-Harappa 

 NET CIRCUS is a pun. Reticuli means "net", the one used by Gladiators in the circus. The other circus caused by the Reticulan (as in 
ZetaTalk) is a collection of contradictions and lies. 

Getting back to subtle...  

see the word AFTER ? after his 'death' (recall "died dead") July 2nd J566 – he is telling us he was alive AFTER as 

well! He died knowing he was being sent to die a 'unique of all deaths'. 
 

1 37 4 the bridge and the grave both in foreign places.   This is a direct reference to where and how Nostr. died.  

BRIDGE means timegate 

10 24  4 Sauf coup de feu barril liqueur d’abeille. « Bees » = Ursa 
Except (for) the  late (recent)  bees  barrel  blast: this refers to the space “station” implosion seen by me Sept. equinox  2011 in 
which Nostradamus says  “YOU SAUU ME  DIE” 4 31 4 
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The word ABBA on this frontispiece has taken me by surprise – even though it appears in the Template five times, the 

 

4 26 3 Denuech l’eboufq lou gach deffous lastrei  By night the ambush;see 4 44 3 pantomime the sentinel under the vines 

AS SCORCHED, SUFFOCATES FULL-BLOOD pure bred RICH ELITE SKULL-AND-BONES DEBAUCHER CLOUDED, with chemtrails 

DOUBLE-CROSSED (a pun) EARTH NOBLE/Libra October  

yes, just this week (October 23 2015)  the list of twenty Elohim alliances was emailed to Michael Tellinger now that he found they are the Creators in Genesis

10 27 1 Par le cinquieƒme & un grand Hercules. HER CLUES SEE LURCH/GALL  Via the fifth one (Earth) and one great Hercules   (Herculobis) Hercubolis 
CLEAR  CLUE  IN  SEPULCHRE   ENGRAVEMENT  (C+F+D O M)   
QUEER REPULSIUE LEGEND ENIGMA KALIF LUCIFER ANGEL (Ala-Lu) MENACING CHILDREN, ADRENACHROME MENU 
REPLACING  REFERENCE- NUMERAL PRECEEDING CALENDAR. QEII QUEEN USES UNMERCIFUL DURING HER FLU UP 
Cheetham says DM meaning  is God in Me. That on its own is intriguing as "ME" in obsolete language means "Orion" 
or Magnetic Energy 
What Nostradamus wanted someone to do was work the words ROMAN MEDUSINE   from the French spelling 
Again we have something interesting ROMAN = NORMA = obs. for those from Regulus saying they are MEDUSA-like keeping in mind they 
had something to do with the pyramids complex. The other M.D. is Medusine Device, which in French appears as D.M. and on his  
headstone it did at first appear exactly like that, until his son added a big fat O = D.O.M. 

RomainMedusine SO AIM UNDER MINE – OS UNDER AIM MINE – REASON IN MEDIUM – AIM USE IN MODERN   
AMID SENIOR MENU SUN AIM DOMINEER, AN IMMERSION DUE. AIR MEDIUMS NONE, UNDO IMMENSE AIR 
RUE DIMENSION A.M. (MA is obsolete for in Libra/October) IMMUNE ONES RAID, SUMERIAN DEMON I (Egypt 
AMEN OUR DEAR OSMIUM NINE IN DEISM – OUR NAMES MEND II…OUR IMMENSE AND I… MORE SAID IN MEN 
ENSURE  MAN  (Orion)  IDIOM: USE MINOR DEI (greys) SURE DEMON II  - MORE DIE IN U.S. – MAN RUE DIM NOISE 
SEE MAN IDIOM – RUN… rapture ?  
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£  2775 THE GREAT PRELATE pope LEON BY FORMANDE – yes, pope Leon IXth but not using the dates Wikidpedia provides (recall"five different ways  to confuse." 

10 47 3 NELL :  FOREPLAN FROM A NAMED ROMAN LEGEND = Julius  ADDS  LARGER  GRAND/1000  DATER 
F O R M A N D E  OPENED, FARMED  FALLEN ENGLANDER  PROFANED, PANEL ARRANGED     LATER

 = ... and yes, it WAS pope Leo in the time of Norman "acquaint Breton"! 
SEE OLD ROME SEND NORMAN FELON OF FOOD-MEAL FAME, SON ALSO LANDS EMERALD REALM  (Ireland) 
DR. FEELS DOES FORD, FOOL LED LEO DEMON FOE FROM ROOF,above FLOORED LONDON EARNER DEN MEN. 
ONE LAME LONER MEAD'S FOLDERS NAMED RA-DOOR,   MENDS "LORD" ROLE.  
READ-LEARN ORAN DREAM MODEL MOON MOLE ORDEAL ON MAN – MODERN DON ELDER ONE ENDS.  
ENFOLDS RED FLOOD LEADEN  EON, AMEER ENROLS  RANSOMED RNA-AMEND'D-NAN. ENE ROD RENAMED 
ARM DO MASER - REMODELS MARS DOME, MADE REMAND. MEANS  

 ROME SEND – saying Rome, a pope, "prelate Leo"  According to wikidpedia it was pope Leo IX who forbade the Matilda 

marriage, unsuccessfully, ... so did this pope send William The Bastard – who was a glutton.  Not sure which son William 

had that went to Ireland,  be it an English born son or something else. I am sitting here having simply blithely typed what 

was told me in these texts, and now I have to go see if the history and names fit. Pope Leo died some years before  J596  ~ 

(Hastings on the Bayeux Tapestry) and you will notice pope Gregorius must have followed very closely after Leo to have re-

arranged the Julian Calendar in J583.  Now I must go and see if that is true. There is one other detail to study in the Bayeux 

Tapestry – the name of VVilhelm just prior to DVCI has an "O" between the two. Does this relate to the same "O" that 

Cesar placed between the 'D' and the 'M' on the headstone for the tomb of Nostradamus?  Does it stand for "obiter" ?       

Oh no! IS the  
 LEADEN/either Taurus, the age of  or Saturn 
 LEO DEMON FOE FROM ROOF  all popes have been run by those from Chertan in Leo "Managers of all- 6 59 3" 
 ORAN Orion DREAM MODEL MOON MOLE ORDEAL slavery ON MAN  
 MENDS "LORD" ROLE. repairs the "year of our lord Jesus" prefix, the "role" 
 DREAM MODEL MOON MOLE ORDEAL: the Orion Group wants to kontrol and farm earthlings the same way they do on the moon 
 AMEER=Allah-Lu/Lucifer ENROLS  RANSOMED RNA-AMEND'D-NAN –"Nan" and "Gran" were alter names for Queen Plione 

and refers directly to those ʺsecond/third generations from before christʺ [ante chrift] the invaded Plejaren... some would call 

them "Nephilim" which many scholars imply means "fallen ones" but in the Essene language means from Nephyll – Orion. 
 ENE extra terrestrial Noetic entity, a two-brained he rod ROD – one of 33 forms of grey, two of which are us from the future, 

meaning 33 that have an effect on humanity. Not related to over 220 which need Earth as a Way Station. 
 ARM/those in the Black Knights DO MASER MARS – the Mars Jump room base that was exploded Oct 2014. .. after 

publishing a video purporting to be the Black Knight being brought down, in a January 2020  PDF– (and the texts did have a line 

LEPSARIA STUNNED); just yesterday (May 30th 2020) NASA quickly removed images which a very observant witness caught in the 

nick of the moment, showing the second black knight – or even the first (if that January video was a virtual image video) – see image 
 RODEO = After comparing the “Bourbon” lines and the Merovingian (of Plantard) it seems to me that the interpretation of “bour” 

(lower case) is not a bloodline, but means “shock wave” in the same manner that  ruent means “bucking” (of the Earth).  see 9 44 4 

 9 44 4  Avant l’a ruent le ciel fignes fera.  Before the bucking [Earth]  the sky will show signs. 

 MODERN DON ELDER ONE ENDS (the dreams of Satanic Orion Group) . [  see FB screen shots
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Red arrow points to the Black Knight, but the Elephant in 
the room (pardon the pun) is the planetoid 
What is it, Where is it, and Why two of it? 
The description on the meme was: 
"Black Knight Censored" but surely it should have been 
"planetoid censored"  May 30th 2020 
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/.../blacck-knight-satellite-spaceX-...  

£   841 
9 99 1Vent Aquilon ƒera partie le ƒiege, The "Aquilon" (northern) wind will divide the siege, 

SILVER URANITE QUINATE the Five LOVELIER INTRUSION: QUAIL [first week of Aries dating/Julian]EARLIER AGE: LONER NELL PARKS 

FOREPLAN:  ELUSIVE  TRUE  INTERRELATION  QUAI  EQUANT QUANTILE  EVEN ALIQUOT PART, 

RETRIEVES VIRTUE IN NEAT tidy  TUTORIAL OUTLINE;  ALLOCATE  LITERATURES  ROSIER  ROSE timegate  RE-UNION 

ALERT VENTAIL QUINTAL VIOLENT ALIEN OANNES ONE RETAINS ELITE RELIES ON FLUORINE, ARES 
PROFANES NUTRI TIONAL  ILLUSION. REASON  IS EQUIVALENT TO SERIAL  FEAR   INVEST  STATES'  TELEVISION  LIES TO  NAIVE. 
The word LIEUTENANT is here, relating to SemYase, the co-pilot of EnLil, the chief pilot ARES = genocide 

LEPSARIA IN SHOCK 
 e rapaci animali del paese vostro        the English :           and animals prey on your [own] country.   

CAT = 2023   pairs

 
continues :  capitò nella stanza d'un pittore 

TOTAL CALENDAR orbit SLANTED UNNATURAL. TOTAL STAR EXCLIPSE  STUNS PEDANTIC LEPSARIA ATTENDANT UP. 
Is this saying the entire solar system  (”total calendar”) “slanted unnatural” ~ what event could cause that? 
answer = the New Heavens of course!  The word RAT (2020) is in here too 
 

4 26 4 Ciutad trahido per cinq lengos non nudos 

UNDULATES  STUPENDOUS CONTORTED ANNUAL/orbit IN SHOCKING SUDDEN DANK DARKENING. 
 

1500 Year Old Bible Claims Jesus Christ Was Not Crucified – Vatican Shocked 

Vindicating  Alex Collier who said Jesus (Immanuel Iscariot) died an old man at Masada.  

Those in the Vatican who used a cronor visor and "saw" a Jesus man being crucified, had witnessed the Copiests' version of Jesus, 

the one which was a shape shifter and who confused disciples in five passages. Mark 16:12, Luke 24:15,24:31  John 20:14, 21:12 

We all know that this bible cannot be "1500" years old. 

3  3 4 Corinthe, Ephefe lors en perplexite. 

NEL EXPLORE THE PRESENCE IN THE  CHRIST PROFILE PRETENCE,  THE RECIPE IS IN THE PERSON  (Immanuel) 

 
THE PENRE [SA.AM] PREFIXES [lords] ORBIT,  HELL RECEPTION. EXPERIENCE THE TROPOSPHERE FELL IN.  

EXPLORE  PRETENCE  THE  LITHOSPHERE  FINE.    
 

2 43 3 i557 ed. Frappes du ciel,paix terre emulente, 
U.S. FELL SKILFUL EMBRYONIC TUBES (in vitrum): (super-soldiers and clones) LUSTFUL CUNT’S [U.N. female] ELITE FRIENDS SULK 
BASED ON UNDATABLE NUKES MADE REDUNDANT BRAIN-DEAD ELITE.   (female UN leader– see  8 51 3 Leonardo Marduk Pt 6 pg 5) 
the elite sulking because they had based their actions on altered time lines.  
I was truly shocked when they used that four-letter word. UNDATABLE = spans times 
 

1 42 4 i557 ed. Cherchant  les osdu d'Amant & Prelin

noting it is a comma at the end of line 4 meaning this topic continues (in the first publication it does not say "osdu/bones-dna, but "or" =  gold)

 (Walter) HUNT SMART MELODIC CHAPEL STONE  REUEALED
PRENATAL CHANNELS KORE MIRACLE MIS-PLACED CONCEALED 
:::PreNatal – before you were born MIS-PLACED into another place 
NEANDERTHAL CHANCELLOR TEMPLAR CHARLAMAGNIC PERIOD  
COMPLIANT OAK ISLAND SCRAP CHARADERS ESCAPE  
CHRONAL UISOR= SECOND RATE TIME TRAUELLERS 
because the cronor visor is like a tv, a screen into time  
STAR  ORMANCER "TREASURE" ENTHRALLS ACADEMIC SCHOLARS 
:::::a person does not need to do bungy jumping to get shocking thrills while working with these! 
First finding the book by Walter Hunt via 11 21 (which book I bought) 
Then being told in the very next line I was working here-with that 
Walter Hunt did know about the Gregorian Chant and time travel! 
I did write and ask him and he answered with "it 's a fiction" but now we know that he knew. 

PREFIX SUFFIX , SCOUT RAY 

 
£   800 

9:58:1 Au coƒte gauche a l’endroit de Vitry  
                                                                                                                 To  the left side at the place/spot of Vitry, 

 STAGE
.
GATES

.
SCOUT

.
RAY., DIVERT

.
EARTH’S

.
END. COST

.
LEONINE

.
TRY

.
UUAGE

.
STAR

.
UUARS

INVESTIGATE  UUEALTHY  ELITE  ACCORD UUITH HUGE SAVAGE RADIO-ACTIVE DERO.  UUILDER CONTACTS. 
THEY TRIED USE ADDING ONE THOUSAND YEARS, THIEVED THREE CENTURIES, TUUO DECADES, FOUR YEARS  
ARTICULATING  OLDEN  AGES:  NEARLY GOT AUUAY UUITH IT.  DUTEOUS HELEN  RECONCILES THE AGES ACCURATE 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/.../blacck-knight-satellite-spaceX-
http://higherperspective.com/2014/05/1500-year-old-bible.html
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NECROTIC CREATURE SEDUCE, DEVOURED, GAROTTE  THE  RIGHTEOUS  IN  ADORE DATE.  THEY CENSORED. 
VOLCANIC  ACTIVITY  DE-ACTIVATES  ELECTRICITY  VOLTAGE, TOUUERS  GOT OUT OF HAND (TOUGH FAVOUR) 
AFFECTS TUNED SATELLITES  SECRET DATA CAUTIOUSLY  ‘DONATED’ AROUND THE  ROTUND PLANET  EARTH. 
CEASES  SEETHING  TUUITTERER  GLITTERY  TRENDIES;  STONE AGE UNDOES  GENITALS  SLAVERY  RAVAGES.    
FAULT IS VARIETY OF GREYS ADVOCATE HATE AND DEATHLY EVIL GOATISH  IDOLATRY GATEUUAY ARCHES.  
YOU (TUUO TEETH IN GORGET COLLATOR GATHERER OF HIDDEN LINES,)  REGULATE AND HEAL THESE FEARS  
HELD  IN  OVER-RATED  LUCIFER ALLAH-LU SATAN COUUARD-DEVIATED  UNUUANTED ‘SCHOLARLY’  YSUS YEARS 
GOOD ANGELIC LYRAN-LUTE, CREATIVE FATHER  EVALUATE, GAVE THE READER  THESE  GOLD UUYRDS  INDEED 

 IN DAYS OF EUNUCHISED  UNUUISE EGO GAY AHA  DICTATOR  OUTRAGES. THOU GUIDED TO CAVE, EARTHY VOID 
CUTE GUY ARTSY GENTLE  E’YAH  LEONARDO  DA VINCI THE GRATEFUL, TAUGHT, LECTURE THEE TRUE FACET: 

 
 

9 54 2 Pres de Ravenne qui pillera la dame, Near Ravenna, he who would plunder the lady, 
MEAD  APPEALS  DARK  PALADIN/heroic  knight LEPSARIA :  ASKED 
QUERIED VALUED IDEAL  ALLADIN-LIKE  SESAME LADDER-MARVEL   RULES 
QUARRELLER  EVIL MAN-LIKE  VIPERINE  INSANE  V.I.P. SAAM:  PRIMAEVIL REAPER  of AMIMAL-LIKE ADRENAL 
KIDNAPPER (ARE ALIENS DARKENED  LINEAR  AIRPLANE  MALADIES/chemtrails) 
9 54 3 Sous roc cachez raviront fept aute ames. ("i" is also 'y', and "u" is "v") Hidden within rock they will carry off seven other souls. 

TO TRANS-PORT CONTACT POETESS  IS  INSECT'S SUCCINCT  SUPER  COMPACTNESS  IMPORTANCE RESPECT OF TIME  
FAVOURS CONSTRUCT PROTECTION FOR TRIP SUCCESS. SHE SPIES FAVOURITE  POET OCCUPANT – HE MEETS HER TO 
PATRONIZE HER CONTEXTS. SHE COMPUTES POTENT ACCOUNT. FROSTIER  CONCEPTS CAST OVER CURVACEOUS EARTH 
RE-CANTOR  FITS  OTHER ITEMS:  CORN ZEST ENZYME NECTAR  COUNTERS CAUTERIZE MENACE,  COPPER, SEAT, 
ZINC CURVES FIT OVER THE TOP CREATES ACCURATE SUAVE SONIC SEPARATES  AMPUTATION SHARP ACUTE HEAT . 
CONTRAST ACTION STRIFE IS CAST OUT. ORMANCER USES  EC.STATIC  E.M.R. HAZE – HORIZON CAVEAT - HAVE ACTIVE 
SACROSANCT ATS  PATHETIC  TECHNOCRAT  HERPETIC  VENTUROUS  MASSACRE FARCE ARE ANU  VASECTOMIZER 
COMATOSE SPERMATAZOA  HEAP  UUITH  CATASTROPHIC  CAPTURE:   

  ROCKFACE  PICTURES  VECTOR  EARTH COURT VIRTUE  MEANT  TO AMAZE   AFTER SHE SEES  OUR  CAVERN PHOTOS
MANUFACTURERS  OF  TIME-CRAFT  CHART  ANARCHIC  CROFTERS /preppers CRAZE (PROVE FACTORS TO SURVIVE) 
ACCURATE SINE CAPTIVE:  PUT ACCEPANCE TO TOUCH (VOICE ATTRACTS  CYMATIC) ACTIVATE FREEZER  UUHEN  
CHOICE IF CHAOTIC  STOCCATO shuddering HAZE  CREATES  CAUSTIC VAST.    FATHER IN HEAVEN:  "OPT ACT FAST" 
EC.STATIC   = ex static – would copper prevent static? or  zinc? Copper/zinc = brass and can generate static electricity 
 

2 53 4 De la grand dame par feincte n'outraigee. From the lady by great  false flag unaffected.  (‘u’ = ‘v’ and ‘i’ = ‘j’) 
R.O. RADIANCE GIFTED:NELL MEAD’S GRATITUDE,  UNERRING UISION VIA  AIRCRAFT STARGATE;* 
AGE-RELATED FRAGRANCE  LEPSARIA GUARDIANS EDUCATES PARAMAGNETIC  CALENDAR  IDEAL  
SEES CAMPAIGN  DRAINED  AMERICAN PADDING luxuries IN  FOURTEEN – TO NINETEEN PIG TO RAT 
GREAT APE, ARROGANT TOAD,  DEFRAUDING GRACE CREATORS  CREATION  USING  GENOCIDES 
MANURE-ORANGUTAN INFECTED DEFECTOR LEPERS  TO ERADICATE  “IGNORANT” GA-GA  GOYIM 
READ ODEIPEAN PATRICIAN  UATIC PROJECT DRAFT – CONFIDE, INTERROGATE,  REPUDIATE 
ERUPTING ADORE DATE – ALTERNATIVE  RENEGADES  AVOID  ‘MUSTERED  INTO  FEMA CAMPS’ 
RING LORD NOSTREDAME, ALIEN LEAGUE, GUARANTEE PEACE  EAGER AIDED IN CENTURIES GUILE,  
DEDICATED TO CLEAN GOLDEN AGE:  IOU RIDE OUT  ICE AGE MENU  UPDATED  NATIVE  STYLE 
URANITE DEFECATORS DREAM DE.RANGED CRANIUM ROUND-FACED  GONAD GNOME REPEAT 
GENUINE MAGIC CERN ENDURING DAMAGE DEAD END GEM  ALE/LIVER/    A.C.E. REFRIGERATE 
ADDENDUM: TO AVOID ARRANGED  GENETIC MANIPULATED ORGANISM MUTAGENIC NADIR 
 ODEIPEAN PATRICIAN = Marduk fathered by a brother-cousin  from his mother
  AIRCRAFT STARGATE = beam me up

 

5 94 3 La traiƒve feinte, le grand duc d'Armenie, 
RELATED  FEMALE  INDICATE  VI, REMEDIED INFLUENTIAL CALENDAR CAVEAT   (the 324 years removed) 
DETAILED  DIFFERENCE  FAMILIAR  VENTURA , IS GREAT AMERICAN  INDEED, ILL DEFENDED, DEFLECT  ALARMING 
DEADENER   ING  - GEARED  CALM  DIFFERENTIAL  -  DEFEND  U.ƒ.A.  
ELIMINATED  FACILE  U.N ADVENTURE,  INTIMATE FEUDAL DELIVERENCE 
REVIVE  MIDDLE  AGE CALENDAR  - RERUN  TRADED IN MATURA.  FEATURED NICE MEDIEVLA LATIN RERUM  NATURA  
EVIL-MINDED  DREAMT ARRIVE UNDERGRADUATE  before its time 
GRADED, DIVERTED  MEDIEVAL CALENDAR  IN  RERUM  NATURA ARRIVED, INVADED  MIDDLE  of his TERM 
REMINDER – his AIM:  DIVERT  GRADUAL  ADVENTURE  AND  DEGRADE TRIUMVIRATE  VALUE 
DIVERTED, TURNED  ADAM-AND-EVE GENE IRREGULAR (gave us mortality) 
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REDELIVER  CALENDAR  VARIANT – DIMMED UNDERGRADUATE  LIVING-DEAD ANIMADVERTER DIVERTED CALENDAR, 
DEGRADED MEDIEVAL (to Dark Ages) AND UNDERGRADUATE  IS  DRIVER GUIDED MEDIEVAL TIMER: 
AND [DRIVER] DREAD RETRIEVED VIRTUAL CALENDAR'S MEDIUM RANGE 
TELLINGER UNDER AN AFFIRMATIVE DECADE I & DAN  REMAINS FEATURED ADVANCED, AIM AN EFFECTIVE RUDDER 
A RED INVADER AIM UNAFFECTED TELLINGER 
GARDNER VALIDATES INFLUENCE DIAMETER Earth NAMES FACILITATE UNDELIVERED. inter-dimensional time 
travelALTERNATIVE FEUDAL MEDICINE (philospher's stone) ANIMATED DELIVERENCE EMULATES  DEFINITIVE CALENDAR..   
EVADED NUCLEAR LIFE-TIME.  U.N. FACILITATE  DELIVERED  NAME  ILLUMINATI  ELITE,  TRACE  GARDNER – JOINED 
TREASURE-FINDING  DELIVERANCE         treasure is always a stargate of one sort or another, Gardner uses Ormus for this 
LAURENCE  GARDNER  ADDITIVE  VALIDATED FINE   METAL  TIME  ITEM,  I  ADMIT IS  ELEVATED  IN  INFINITE  TIME 
L.A. UNDERESTIMATING REMUNERATED FER-DE-LANCE  

serpent
 CANDIDATES shape shifters  VARIED FREE-LIVING (GMO) IS 

DETERMINANT  EVER-DECREASING  [FREE-LIVING ] L.A.           
IT IS DREADFUL EVIDENCE ARRANGEMENT (Monsanto)  INCLUDES  ADDITIVE-FREE  (G.M.O)  ARRANGEMENT

 
translated after the year I739, epitaph restored month of July I813 

 
Saying Nostradamus died at sixty two years, six months, 17 days 
Month (MENSE IVLIO)  of July              Year (ANNO) MDLXVI   I 566 

The year following the word IVLIO is the year the new headstone was raised 
£  3450  e mettre à mort uy & ƒ  herant.  [ ] Putting to death  him [satan] and his following. 

ON STONE:UTTERLY DENOTES ADHERENT
/to follow 

 - MATTER'D TRULY 
MORTAL SON HEARD, YET DONATES  ADHERANT

/stick to
 EMULATORY

/copied
  ON  HEADSTONE 

£  3505
 8 34 4 Lyon, Ulme ã Mauƒol mort & tombe. 

BELLY|
estomach

 MOB LOOMS MAE nouu.          
£  3527 

8 56 4 T be pres  nebro deƒcouvera les eƒcris. 
[loner]

 NELL PARCS PEERS:
hidden

LESSER CRISES.  ULCEROUS UUORSE  E’/greys TOUUERS MOB COUUERS FROM DONALD TRUMP                                                                                     
£   624 

7 24 1 L'enƒevely fortira u Tombeau, 
TROY

backstabber
 MOB TRY UNSEAL  FROM ABLE-FAVOURITE-

INFORMER-OLD-UUOMAN-MEAD'S BEUUILDERMENT STORY. LENAEUS STAR DEMON ENSUABLE AU NEBULAE RAY SORELY...       

 Oh I just love it! "UNSEEABLE" because of the   .     AU = astronomical unit  Au also means gold                                       
 

 the    says 
DEO OPTIMO MAXIMO 
BEST GREATEST GOD 

Yet the original first headstone had it as D M  (500/D before M/1000 = 500!) whereas MD = 1500 
which was a Roman form of gravestone 'recognition' meaning God in Me 

at the time Nostradamus' son replaced (repaired) the tombstone there were competing religions 
surfacing so the God in Me became "my God is greater than any other" 

 

Diis Manibus = Ghostly Gods,  or  Gods Hands (Gods help)  
as in assistance, and  assistants 

[Fr.] D.M. = [Engl.] M.D. = Medusine Device/ Medical Doctor 
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since Nostradamus chose to use the recently (to him) published in 458 Jain Nought  as a CIPHER number 

I am going to propose that the D, the O, and the  M  are  NUMBERS 

8 66                  M = 1000  D = 500       

Quand l'efcriture D.M. trouvee,           (MORTALIUM DIGNI) 
Et cave antique à lampe defcouverte. 
Loy, Roy, & Prince Ulpian efprouvee, 
Bavillon Royne & Duc fous la couverte. 

8 66    eternal flame = stargate 
When the inscription D.M. is found  (Deus/Diis Manibus 
And ancient cave lamp discovered, (the Bucegi eternal flame found  
King, and Ulpian Prince law, tested,(Ulpian law = law of citations 
Under the covered pavillion Duke and Queen. 

 

VNIS OMNIUM MORTALIUM IVDICIO DIGNI' 
COLLECT  EVERY  MORTAL  JUDGING  MERIT 

 

Look at the first word in line 4. Appears to have been 
'corrected' to Pavillon – refers to President and First 
Lady on a pedestal. Potus and Flotus 

£   811 
9 69 1  Sur le mont de Bailly & la Breƒte, 

LATELY ELITE REBELS USE, YET NOT LIABLE: ALBI BELIAL BELT
 Orion 

DEMON 
tall chalky white grayles 

OBTAINED 
prince 

ALBERTS  
RULELESSNESS: ENTOMBED ABODEMENT TUNNELS IN MOLTEN TABLES UNDER BEST LIBRARY ALIUE YET 

see Celtic Clues pdf  
,[2020]  AS

 while 
REAL RULER RULES–STEMS DEBT  

 SOLEMN  ROMAN  NUMBERS MEDIEUAL  (dark age) FUNERALS  TOMBSTONE  MODE 
MEANS RELATES  TO  YEARS  LOST~/ ~SEE  EARLIEST ALTERNATE  BELLYFUL  SLAYER  IN  LEAFLETS. (pdfs) 

 ALTERNATE  BELLYFUL–in the words “sera dans mon [in my]  ESTOMACH intercluse ”. From , letter to his son 

£   826 
9 84 1 Roy expoƒe parƒaira l'hecatombe,* 

FAIR AESOP
/storyteller 

OBEYER AFAR,
PROBES PREFIXES
TO COMBAT EACH POPES PROXY FRIAR.

 

President's exposé/disclosure  the  massacre  scatters,    
After having discovered his origin,                   true birth  

Torrent to open the tomb of marble and lead,  stargate                                   
Of a great Roman with Medusine Device.      (D M) Deus in me 

*Latin. hec = this condition, person/place of demons. French. tombe = grave,sepulchre 
So saying this hybrid word hecatombe - refers to the grave place (tomb) of demons. This is EXACTLY what Trump is accomplishing 

at the moment, not only the destruction of daemons in underground bases, but the very important task of TELLING THE PUBLIC  

 

£  3450 7 21 4 e mettre à mort uy & ƒ  herant. 
[ ] Putting to death  him [satan] and his following. 
ON STONE:UTTERLY DENOTES ADHERENT /to follow 
YEAR DEEM'D YULE AT JULY - MATTER'D TRULY 
MORTAL SON  HEARD,  YET  DONATES ADHERANT/stick to 
EMULATORY/copied  
D.O.M.  ON  HEADSTONE: 
HE ANTE-MORTEM  RAT.  
(He died before [the] rat year.) 
REMOTE HOT COMET MATTER RENAMED ATLAS: 
TO  ARMAMENT THE  THREE/ ArmMargEddan see ESTOMACH 

 
£  2047

 2 61  3    FLEUU SUUIFT FOUR TIMES OUT TO  LAME 
UURITER FEMALE’S FARM. MAESTRO  FEELS TIMELESS,  
FEEL AUUE FLIES LIFELESS  FLOUUER CELLS, FLESH 
FELT HELL’S UUORST CHILL, UUIT-ALL-THE- UUHILE. 
SELLS THESE  FILES TO MERIT TRIM OFF MOLESTER 
UUOLF UUEASELS, SAFE UUARMER LIFE UUELFARE 
LATER;   FREE  M.E.  FUEL  OFF SETS  FALSE ELITES  
FLAME TOUUERS, FRAMES SERF UUAR UUASTE FLOUU    

1 65 3. Au puy brifes:fulgares allant mouldre,  ALLAN  
UUEBBER is in line 3 (underlined means aphesis used) 

Then fuse event to divide the pulley system               
SUPER MASTERS PROUD OF SMART ALLAN  UUEBBER'S  DUTIFULLY  
SAFE  UUISE  ANAGRAMS-PROGRAM TABLES

 
TEMPLATE

 
 FORUM, RUNE 

STARDOM DIAGRAMS, Skyrunes  
AND USES USEFUL GEMATRIA  FOR SAGE POET'S DESPAIRFUL 
FORMATS  of  OLD.  
ALLAN'S BLOGS STIGMA  IS: IGNORES,  LUMPS SMOGGY DRAFT 
CENTURIES ORIGINAL  RIGOURS, YET FOUND OUR  NO-GREATER- 
PLURALISM-NUMBERS

 /zero  
DATE-EDIT-AUGUR (ADD JAIN YEAR 

FOUR FIFTY EIGHT)  ALSO IN BOLD.  
AYSE PRAISED ADELAIDE PROFESSOR ALLAN  MOST GRATEFULLY. 
TASK NEEDED  BY TUUO of TALENT DIFFERENT 
NOSTRADAMUS URGES IN MY 'BELLYFUL'  PRESAGE:  REPELS  
AUGUR,  IS  'PLAINER PASSAGE'  AS  ALREADY  TOLD    
I AM PLEASED I UUENT     flew swift four times 
AUSTRALIAN - POSSUM  ALUMNI  NELL MEAD FOUND LIBRARY 
GUILE REMAINDERS, AND UR  E'YA YOD AROUND.  

"Chilled horror" was repeated in 1 27 1 and 2 27 1 & ENTIRE COGENCY in 3 2 

 

 

The one time I was allowed to be cogent during a time gate pick-up, it was like hot chilli 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=sIRRYisGTCI&fbclid=IwAR357euAyThQJTV5xm8K59FRqH6FfxDAzJD0i1p6nJzTrvGp

rkcs9vY9U7Y&app=desktop (C+F+ESTOMACH) = HOST CAME ~ HAS SHOT COMET MAE. May 7 2020 –  

 This refers to the renamed Ison-Nemesis  as ATLAS - and the texts have stated this is the last orbit for them; not only in the 
hidden texts but in three quatrains = "The Saturnins burned by the Millers..."     Nemesis is a comet 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=sIRRYisGTCI&fbclid=IwAR357euAyThQJTV5xm8K59FRqH6FfxDAzJD0i1p6nJzTrvGprkcs9vY9U7Y&app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=sIRRYisGTCI&fbclid=IwAR357euAyThQJTV5xm8K59FRqH6FfxDAzJD0i1p6nJzTrvGprkcs9vY9U7Y&app=desktop
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"1 65 3. Au puy brifes:fulgares allant mouldre,   
EMU-POSSUM  ALUMNI  NELL MEAD FOUND GUILE 
REMAINDERS,    AND  UR E'YA  YOD,  PLEASED  
NOSTRADAMUS:  URGES   IN   MY  BELLYFUL  !  
(C+F+ESTOMACH) =  
HOST CAME ~HAS SHOT COMET.  H , MAE.  In Taurus 
 

and  it  WAS  in Taurus   "MAE" 
 

This single episode will alleviate future destructive 
events caused by  the comet (in alphabetical order) 
Atlas-Hercubolis-Ison-Nemesis-Tychon etcetera. 
Herculobis is another spelling. 
 

For it to have appeared as a warning mentioned in 

the Preface to Cesar, ccj.de Mars  

 
 

4 32 4  Le [three Greek words] mis fort arriere. Iuppiter.  y555, another appendixed line the "mugs ignored" 
TERRIFIER REPTILE REAPER ELITE LOUTS AIM TRUE METEOR, IMPAIRS LEPERS FRUIT (DNA). SUPERIOR ARM REPEL PIT IMPERIAL 
IMPERILS RARE POETS AREA. see ESTOMACH  ...    (LEPERS  =  Alkhemye for those who are not aware, not awake, and do not want to be awake) 

“sera dans mon [IN MY]  ESTOMACH intercluse ”. will be blocked/held – locked in my stomach   E S T O M A C H = 

COMETS A (Dec 21/22)   CAME, TO CAST HOME
 [Earth ~ H  (May 13 – June 9)  

Just another line telling us that a celestial intruder is going to move the Earth off her orbit in two events 
AS COMETH MATCHES O (orbit) HATS COME (white  hats?) ETCH MAe. OS (Capr) MOST ACHE  

HE (it, asteroid) MASCOT  TOE  CHASM (Italy see 9 45 “stone crops/Tuscany the worst” )  

SAME TO HC, HC collator  AS TO ME …[and] A.C.T. Canberra HOMES.  which is actually where Nostradamus really died!             

COH [Cosine/trig/numerators/Uan)  MATES  COSET  HAM (Negro) 

“sera dans mon [IN MY]  ESTOMACH intercluse ”. From The Preface, letter to his son 

 FROM THE EPITAPH of NOSTRADAMUS: 
TRADAMI, UNIUS OMNIUM MORTA  

CLARISSIMI OSSA MICHAELIS NOS BONES OF OUR MOST FAMOUS MICHAEL 
EVENTUS  CONSCRIBER ENTUR; VIXIT  

NIA  CONJUGI. OPT. V. FELICIT. ACTIVE JOINT COUPLING (V) CULTIVATING JOINS EPIC 5
(the rest of this unusual Epitaphe can be seen at the end of the PREFACE TO CESAR 

IS COLOSSAL AS CHAIRS  
(alchemye list name for Cassiopeia & a pun )  
AIMS MINIMISE COLLISIONS ISON IN OS [Capr.] 

IS HIS [its]  MASSACRE; CHASES MILLIONS A  

Note the other pun "BONES" = Capricorn 
pun because Cassiopeia is the seated queen, seen lounging in a chair                    

  Issued – abducted – lived to the fullest 
[A is Dec22]   

NIA CONJUGI. OPT. V. FELICIT.   say 

(Andromeda Council) OPT FLOAT ~ SPIN (turn Earth) JOINED,  
(V) STRUCK  IN  (June 10 – July 7 in Gemini)  C+F+BILE... LURCH... RUENT/BUCK
(Andromeda Council joins with others to move the inner planets ) 
most unusual, that the hidden texts say the same as the translation 

July 2nd to June 30  2 days or actually 1 1 day to early hours of second 
June 1st to 30 30 1 
May 31 1 
April 30 1 
March 31 1 
February 28 was '66 a leap year? 1 month 
January  31 1 
J503 Dec 14 to 31 17 days 17 days 

Lived actually 6 months and 18 days...  did someone  compensate for only 28 in Feb? 

 
 5 82 4 ʺSUUORD-OF-DAMOCLES  NEEDLES  INFECT. DOMINATES  BLOOD-FLOUUʺ 

CDC’s failed coronavirus tests were tainted with coronavirus, feds confirm 

https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/04/cdcs-failed-coronavirus-tests-were-tainted-with-coronavirus-feds-

confirm/?fbclid=IwAR0X9rFo5dZ5kiT0pCy8zO10E1AI30fn1JpIm_yG3qCQBGvT1XhwqRZIIzw 

https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/04/cdcs-failed-coronavirus-tests-were-tainted-with-coronavirus-feds-confirm/?fbclid=IwAR0X9rFo5dZ5kiT0pCy8zO10E1AI30fn1JpIm_yG3qCQBGvT1XhwqRZIIzw
https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/04/cdcs-failed-coronavirus-tests-were-tainted-with-coronavirus-feds-confirm/?fbclid=IwAR0X9rFo5dZ5kiT0pCy8zO10E1AI30fn1JpIm_yG3qCQBGvT1XhwqRZIIzw
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAeuPbzRUU0&fbclid=IwAR0-HM3znXiWv1fEXbYi9XvCTw37QugqyXdebudEEdWGLQXnf2w9WA3nHhU  

Egypt breakthrough: 'Lost fourth Pyramid of Giza FOUND'  
after remarkable discovery Feb 3 2020 
EGYPT historian Matthew Sibson says he has discovered evidence of a fourth Pyramid of Giza,      
first described by an explorer 300 years ago. 
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1236833/egypt-fourth-pyramid-giza-frederik-norden-wall-crow-khufu-khafre-Menkaure-

spt?fbclid=IwAR0xGdDgg7clrFSfGXRAWJf77I1GHw-90dEJwV0MQdV5nFp8j-UPIHa9JkY  
 

If you have been following these hidden texts for a while, you will know why this item is dear to my heart. 
That all those "famous" "scholars" like Bauval and Hancock (or even Hawass) should ignore the evidence everywhere 
& never once question that evidence, as if it was simply in the "too hard basket" ( or as if being 'encouraged' to ignore 

that evidence). Your instant reaction is "who and why would someone want to hide this fact"?    That there was always 
FOUR pyramids at Giza - ? 
Why, the Orion Group of course! Invested so heavily in having us all believe their beloved Orion's Belt was the basis 
for the design – attuning false dates to fit – and all so we don't discover our planet has had a turn or two! 
Ignoring Edgar Cayce, Endubsar, remote viewers, Dick Allgire being one and the Gantenbrink robot finds. All of whom 
mentioned four pyramids and a common date of circa 10,400BC. 
The Gantenbrink robot finds were dated using modern computer astronomical cronography, which is out by around 
700 years due to the Y2K fiasco. 
Also ignoring Frederick Norden, the Romans' woodcut/s, Denon Vivant I747-I825, Sarah Parcak, the 7,000 year old 
engraved Ostrich Egg, and even Herodotus (who stated the causeways took almost as long to build as the pyramids 
themselves. So saying the Giza pyramids were ALREADY constructed when Khufu had to repair causeways).Ignoring 
the Chinese pyramids, the Guatemala design based on four and all the undersea finds of Sarah Parcak. 

 I922    both Vril powered      I967 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S42S9Gmhjmo&fbclid=IwAR1jE4F2rwqM
Lg3-WA2svs37QRpd79Jyec-lNzxts5F8AGWBN4O5CfhOTW4 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAeuPbzRUU0&fbclid=IwAR0-HM3znXiWv1fEXbYi9XvCTw37QugqyXdebudEEdWGLQXnf2w9WA3nHhU
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1236833/egypt-fourth-pyramid-giza-frederik-norden-wall-crow-khufu-khafre-Menkaure-spt?fbclid=IwAR0xGdDgg7clrFSfGXRAWJf77I1GHw-90dEJwV0MQdV5nFp8j-UPIHa9JkY
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1236833/egypt-fourth-pyramid-giza-frederik-norden-wall-crow-khufu-khafre-Menkaure-spt?fbclid=IwAR0xGdDgg7clrFSfGXRAWJf77I1GHw-90dEJwV0MQdV5nFp8j-UPIHa9JkY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S42S9Gmhjmo&fbclid=IwAR1jE4F2rwqMLg3-WA2svs37QRpd79Jyec-lNzxts5F8AGWBN4O5CfhOTW4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S42S9Gmhjmo&fbclid=IwAR1jE4F2rwqMLg3-WA2svs37QRpd79Jyec-lNzxts5F8AGWBN4O5CfhOTW4
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Staged Centuries Part 1:Fabricated Reality Invented 
History, Phantom Time, 
Just to drive us all crazy – here is an enigma that is the 
legitimate spanner thrown into the works. 
This detail may in some way be the pointer to some kind  
of Truth. 
So far, in my re-searching, the LETTERS A.D. as a suffix, 
have not appeared until after pope Gregorius replaced his Julian 
"J" with a number "1" – adding  A.D. after that date. 
He did this in January of the former  J583 – making it 1583. 
Yet here, in the media of the day of i527, 56 years prior, is an 
illustration clearly showing two letters after the " i " date. 
It is almost tempting to call the  D 500 and the A "added". 
Joking. Who and Why displayed it this way? 
Bigger question is this – exactly when was the "M" forced onto 
the resisting public? By the time Nostradamus began publishing 
stuff – and all his works did use the "M" – here is the 
connection- the added M (1000) and the A.D. suffix clearly in use 
before the Gregorian Calendar made it official. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video.+staged+centuries+part+1%3a+fabricated+reality+invented+history%2c+phantom+time

&docid=608053698246544348&mid=2559E1ACAC81C75B6BBB2559E1ACAC81C75B6BBB&view=detail&FORM=VIRE  
 

Even some 300 years later, (after j583) the public was still resisting (right up to I922 actually) but in 
I.820 placed on stone for all to study.    This plaque I caught on Antiques Roadshow has more serious 
connotations  and was not a mere curiosity!  It was some kind of warning. The date of i527 is a decade 
before the world changing event of J536. So, what was special about i527? 

Marco Polo [J254]  and King John of Magna Carta were living in the same century, which was NOT 1215, 
instead it was J215!. Christosphere Celumbo carried Marco Polo's works [published J300] with him to 
study on his explorations of the New World- returning to Spain in J499. How could he have done so if 
Marco Polo lived in I215? Other evidence points to Marco Polo living a thousand years earlier – for one, 
he was Emissary to Kublai Khan, [j260-j294] a grandson (or great grand son) of Chingiz Ghan [b. j162].  
The first emperor of China Qin Shi Huang Di (for whom China was named) had begun constructing the 
Great Wall beginning or around 220BC in order to keep out the fearsome Mongolian Hordes (as we call 
them) led by the close ancestors of  Chingiz Ghan.  Keep in mind the Julian kalends are 44 years older. 
 

The Illustration here with i527 – was during the 18th year of the reign of Henry the 8th. His breaking 

away from Catholic church was in the 24th year of his reign.  So  saying  his "reformations" began in J533  
I527 -A year beginning with extreme and deadly flooding, followed by a complete lack of rain- then in June 

so much rain the corn and wheat was lost. People died for lack of bread and King Henry sent wheat into 

London via the Hanseatic League, imported "largely from Germany". 
Chronological Order of Weather Events – James A Marusek 

The Vallard Atlas ƚ.547 – where all land masses on Earth are displayed sideways, with a couple showing the 
North at the bottom of the map;   with the excuse that "this was how Islam did their maps".  
If they "did their maps" with "all showing north at the south",  why then are they shown sideways?  
 
 
 
 
 

What Congress did by passing the Act of 1871 was create an entirely new document, a constitution for the [corporate] 

government of the District of Columbia, an INCORPORATED government. This newly altered Constitution was not 

intended to benefit the Republic. It benefits only the corporation of THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and operates 

entirely outside the original (organic) Constitution. [Of "THESE UNITED STATES...] 

Instead of having absolute and unalienable rights guaranteed under the organic Constitution, we the people now have 

“relative” rights or privileges. One example is the Sovereign’s right to travel, which has now been transformed (under 

corporate government policy) into a “privilege” that requires citizens to be licensed. 

[In] passing the Act of 1871, Congress committed TREASON against the People who were Sovereign under the grants and 

decrees of the Declaration of Independence and the organic Constitution. 

The Act of 1871 became the FOUNDATION of all the treason since committed by 'government officials'. 
https://www.federaljack.com/slavery-by-consent-the-united-states-corporation/?fbclid=IwAR2QOR6Oo9QPHlzb44TkhLUb7R2ss1DSuaoD3e_i4SkoeT37IQkHwCt5Jns 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video.+staged+centuries+part+1%3a+fabricated+reality+invented+history%2c+phantom+time&docid=608053698246544348&mid=2559E1ACAC81C75B6BBB2559E1ACAC81C75B6BBB&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video.+staged+centuries+part+1%3a+fabricated+reality+invented+history%2c+phantom+time&docid=608053698246544348&mid=2559E1ACAC81C75B6BBB2559E1ACAC81C75B6BBB&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.federaljack.com/slavery-by-consent-the-united-states-corporation/?fbclid=IwAR2QOR6Oo9QPHlzb44TkhLUb7R2ss1DSuaoD3e_i4SkoeT37IQkHwCt5Jns
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Pointing out the fb censors would have us believe this is satire, when the window appearances of the "pope" have been shown to be holograms. 
 
 
 
 

 

1:1:1. OTHER WORLDERS     Estant afsis de nuit fecret eftude, 
ANU, EN (the Erid.anus faction) DISTRUST ESTATE FIRST CAUSE, 
 IS EFFECTED.     (the word “effected” means accomplished. done)  
ANU, EN TRUSTS believes  IT IS AFFECTED  by DEFEAT – IT IS ANU,  
NEED TRUST, EFFECTS (results in) DEFEAT 
C+F+ ASSISTANT 

The Oannes/Anu need to believe/understand that no matter what they attempt they will not succeed – this of course 
includes the ''elite'' who think they have the ace alliance, when it is Putin who is proving to have the ''ace'' alliance – with 
the Cassiopeians & the Elo'im.  
ANU, ENS TREATIES,  ADDRESSEES  STUFF IS DETECTED Saying the secret clause in Treaty 9 has been detected –  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TOMORROW  is June 10
th

. There are a few predictions in this PDF article that might begin tomorrows Celtic 
period. It will take another week to work with these lines here so they will need to wait 
 

£  2570 
8 42 3  

SAINTS ANCESTRIES LETTERS
 correspondences

 MARIE
asteroid-comet  

STRAITENS LETTERU ARIES AS NEUU PRECESS ASCENT 
this Aries is the first  zodiac of the Julian Calendar, in precession it would be as we see it now 
RESISTANT ANTICS atronomies RISES,  SALUTE L./Pisces PERSISTANCE 
IRAN-PERSIANS AMNESTIES SISTER ARMIES. 
£   462 

5 62 1 
RARE LECHEROUS SURLIER PLOUU HARNESS POLAR SOURCE REVERSAL CAUSES CLOSURE CLAUSE REPROVALS 
CHORUSES SANG LONG VERSES RULE ROLES   REVELS CRUSHES CRASHERS CHORUS CHASERS.  
£   506 

6 6 1 
AIRPORTS.SEVERAL.PENETRATIONS  PRESENTATION.REVERSAL REVEALS TRAVELERS AVERT  ISTAR REVELS VOTARIES   
£   957 

1 14 2   
XP PRESCIENT REINSPECTS SEEING CENTURIES NARCOSIS: ARXU/Capricorn UUARX UUAGNERIAN.ASCRIPTIONS R 
UUEARING CAPTIONS PERSISTENCE SINCE INTERSPECIES  R/Drako  APU  EUGENIST  LIAR  SONS. (R= elder date/Sag 
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FINAL WORD for this article: 
World wide since mankind began measuring seasons then kalends, there have been many different calendars. 
Some work from counting moon cycles, and China is not the only one which has used the Lunar cycle for its 
seasonal measurement ~ for a longer time than we can imagine. 
TheAshkeNazi received visitors from our second-sun system who gave them the Money System, which required a 
Fiscal Year to "regulate" the ebb and flow of moneys. This was what pope Gregorius was really doing, having first 
brought the seasonal kalends of Roman Julian into line with the Roman Fiscal which facilitates off world trade. 
With one miscalculaton he gave himself away. Had he really been in 1,582, he should have removed 13 days.  

There is a very brave old lady living in Siberia who still counts according to her pre-Coptic kalends and hers is over 
7,522 years @ 2014 – "since  Adam" she said.. 
The Muslim time counts from the birth of Mohammed. Most pharaonic measurements are made from the first year 
of the reign of any particular Pharaoh – made more confusing  because  each pharaoh had at least five names.  
 

For the purposes of calculating our current realtime position; the guidance provided via many sources all of which 
needed approval from those Who also gave us the Shroud of Turin to use as a measure, has been facilitated by me.  
The same Who helped Nostradamus (We convey Our gift) secrete hints throughout his work. One such clue is here 

"after having read them"– a pointer to his being handed the works to write up! 3   

We have here the quatr in references that take us through a short direct passage of those events, see 3
 C+F.  

For the Authority of his times to make the people fear them so much regarding an obscure alteration of calendars – 
there had to be something corrupt behind it.  And there surely was!  

See Fix The Calendars. "Pity the children"! Nostradamus said this twice. 
 

People tend to forget that the Y2K fiasco was one of these calendar resets. As was any number of unknown heavenly 
causes for the need of a "reset". Which Wikidpedia is doing its off world Illuminati best to befuddle the public. 
At all times, keep in mind those words said by an alphabet agent to Jim  (the Rendlesham Forest Incident) 

about hiding the truth from the public "that we have at least five different stories with different dates". 
To me the enigma of the many dates hovering around the Bayeux Tapestry  is one very good example. The only true 
clue pointer apart from the fashions shown, and the Tartarian Cetus sigil, is that intruder passing in the sky. 
The decade leading up to a 'completion date of IO66' is the one certainty we do have with the Tapestry. It is certain 
that was not the date. The latest it could have been was 742. Less the time it took to make it. We do have one 
consistent denominator ~ the episode crossing the skies, once called The Passover. 
 The calculations for 13 days was made by various German Mathematicians, Heribert Illig was one, and Hans Ulricht Niemitz another.  
see the pdf forum The Shroud Of Turin Is Real 

3
   C+F+3 61 3 abducted     9 1 3 source    4 50 1  seer relies  8 56 3  slender android 

  

WELL! What can one say! Do you see what I see?                        ''Mid I7th Century"    
we already know to knock that number one off – that leaves  Middle  7TH century 
Do you believe in coincidences?  The Middle of the 600s, so not just in Constantinople of 676!  
And once again – calendar related. 
Will try and find her comments about the 7,522 years, (5508 BC), in the middle of the Age of Gemini, almost when 
the texts had it (5,400 BC) for the PENULTIMATE major Earth turn and RESET.  
I always thought Genesis was a "new Earth and a New Heavens" of major proportions. 
copy and paste 
"Agafia. Hermit Surviving In Russian Wilderness for 70 Years. " video 52.07 
See her letter here. The links to this letter and its original are with the 52.07 video 
 
and THIS IS WHY grubberment want all the old people DEAD 
 
letter  next page, noting it is dated a solstice day 
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the links in the letter will not work, being a screen shot. 

 


